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Abstract
In the last few years, there has been significant interest in developing methods to search over
encrypted data. In the case of range queries, a simple solution is to encrypt the contents of
the database using an order-preserving encryption (OPE) scheme (i.e., an encryption scheme
that supports comparisons over encrypted values). However, Naveed et al. (CCS 2015) recently
showed that OPE-encrypted databases are extremely vulnerable to “inference attacks.”
In this work, we consider a related primitive called order-revealing encryption (ORE), which
is a generalization of OPE that allows for stronger security. We begin by constructing a new ORE
scheme for small message spaces which achieves the “best-possible” notion of security for ORE.
Next, we introduce a “domain-extension” technique and apply it to our small-message-space
ORE. While our domain-extension technique does incur a loss in security, the resulting ORE
scheme we obtain is more secure than all existing (stateless and non-interactive) OPE and ORE
schemes which are practical. All of our constructions rely only on symmetric primitives. As
part of our analysis, we also give a tight lower bound for OPE and show that no efficient OPE
scheme can satisfy best-possible security if the message space contains just three messages. Thus,
achieving strong notions of security for even small message spaces requires moving beyond OPE.
Finally, we examine the properties of our new ORE scheme and show how to use it to
construct an efficient range query protocol that is robust against the inference attacks of Naveed
et al. We also give a full implementation of our new ORE scheme, and show that not only is
our scheme more secure than existing OPE schemes, it is also faster: encrypting a 32-bit integer
requires just 55 microseconds, which is more than 65 times faster than existing OPE schemes.
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Introduction

Today, large corporations and governments collect and store more personal information about
us than ever before. And as high-profile data breaches on companies and organizations (such as
Anthem [AC15], eBay [Kel14], and the U.S. Voter Database [FV15]) become startlingly common, it
is imperative that we develop practical means for securing our personal data in the cloud.
One way to mitigate the damage caused by a database breach is to encrypt the data before
storing it in the cloud. This, however, comes at the price of functionality: once data is encrypted, it
is more difficult to execute searches over the data without first decrypting the data. As a result,
This is the extended version of a paper by the same name that appeared in ACM Conference on Computer and
Communications Security in October, 2016.
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security researchers have turned to developing methods that both protect the contents of the
database, as well as support efficient operations, such as search, over the encrypted data.
Property-preserving encryption. One way to support searching over an encrypted database
is through property-preserving encryption (PPE) [BCLO09, PR12, CD15]. A PPE scheme is an
encryption scheme where the ciphertexts reveal a particular property on their underlying plaintexts.
Examples include deterministic encryption, where the ciphertexts reveal equality between messages,
and order-preserving encryption (OPE) [AKSX04, BCLO09], where the ciphertexts reveal the
ordering of messages. Deterministic and order-preserving encryption schemes have been used in
CryptDB [PRZB11], and also commercially by SkyHigh Networks, CipherCloud, Google Encrypted
BigQuery, and others. One of the main appeals of PPE for encrypting relational databases is that
they are lightweight, and hence, can be deployed with minimal changes to existing databases. For
instance, in an OPE scheme, the ciphertexts themselves are numeric and the order of the ciphertexts
precisely coincides with the order of the plaintexts. Thus, searching over a column encrypted using
OPE is identical to searching over an unencrypted column.
Limitations of PPE and OPE. While PPE, and in particular, OPE, provides a practical solution
for searching on encrypted data, these schemes also leak significant amounts of information about
their underlying plaintexts. For instance, Boldyreva et al. [BCO11] showed that a single OPE
ciphertext leaks half of the most significant bits of its underlying plaintext!
More recently, Naveed et al. [NKW15] described a series of inference attacks on relational
databases encrypted using deterministic and order-preserving encryption schemes. They show that,
given just a data dump of an encrypted database along with auxiliary information from a public
database, an attacker can successfully recover nearly all of the underlying plaintext values from
their respective ciphertexts.
Our goals. Motivated by the limited security of existing OPE schemes and the emerging threat
of inference attacks on databases encrypted using PPE, our goal in this work is to construct a
practical property-preserving encryption for comparisons that achieves stronger security guarantees
compared to existing OPE schemes while at the same time providing robustness against offline
inference attacks, such as those considered by Naveed et al.
Order-revealing encryption. To address the limitations of OPE, we rely on a closely-related,
but more flexible, notion called order-revealing encryption (ORE) [BLR+ 15, CLWW16]. In this
work, we focus exclusively on non-interactive and stateless schemes—these are the only schemes we
know of that are deployed on a large scale. We survey the work on alternative solutions in Section 8.
In an OPE scheme, both the plaintext and ciphertext spaces must be numeric and well-ordered.
Moreover, the ciphertexts themselves preserve the order of the underlying plaintexts. While this
property makes OPE suitable for performing range queries on encrypted data, it also limits the
achievable security of OPE schemes. In their original work, Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09] introduced
the notion of “best-possible” semantic security for OPE, which states that the ciphertexts do not
leak any information beyond the ordering of the plaintexts. Unfortunately, in the same work and a
follow-up work [BCO11], they show that any OPE scheme with best-possible security must have
ciphertexts whose length grows exponentially in the length of the plaintexts. Popa et al. [PLZ13]
further extended this lower bound to apply to stateful, interactive OPE schemes. These lower
bounds rule out any hope of constructing efficient OPE schemes for large message spaces. As a
compromise, Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09] introduced a weaker notion of security (POPF-CCA) for
OPE schemes, but it is difficult to quantify the leakage of schemes which are POPF-CCA secure.
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Recently, Boneh et al. [BLR+ 15] introduced the notion of ORE, which does not place any
restrictions on the structure of the ciphertext space. An ORE scheme simply requires that
there exists a publicly computable function that compares two ciphertexts. By relaxing the constraint on the ciphertext space, the Boneh et al. scheme is the first (non-interactive and stateless)
scheme to achieve best-possible semantic security. However, their construction relies on multilinear
maps [BS03, GGH13a, CLT13], and is extremely far from being practically viable. More recently,
Chenette et al. [CLWW16] introduced a new security model for ORE that explicitly models the
information leakage of an ORE scheme. They also give the first efficiently-implementable ORE
scheme. However their scheme also reveals the index of the first bit that differs between two
encrypted values.

1.1

Extending ORE: The Left/Right Framework

Before describing our main contributions, we first highlight the “left/right” framework for orderrevealing encryption that we use in this work. Our notions are adapted from similar definitions for
multi-input functional encryption [GGG+ 14, BLR+ 15], where the encryption function operates on
different “input slots.” In a multi-input functional encryption scheme (of which ORE is a special
case), information about plaintexts is only revealed when one has a ciphertext for every slot.
We now describe how this notion of encrypting to different input slots applies to order-revealing
encryption. In a vanilla ORE scheme, there is a single encryption algorithm that takes a message
and outputs a ciphertext. The comparison algorithm then takes two ciphertexts and outputs the
comparison relation on the two underlying messages. In the left/right framework, we modify this
interface and decompose the encryption function into two separate functions: a “left” encryption
function and a “right” encryption function. Each of these encryption functions takes a message and
the secret key, and outputs either a “left” or a “right” ciphertext, respectively. Next, instead of
taking two ciphertexts, the comparison function takes a left ciphertext and a right ciphertext, and
outputs the comparison relation between the two underlying messages (encrypted by the left and
right ciphertexts). We note that any ORE scheme in the left/right framework can be converted to
an ORE scheme in the usual sense by simply having the ORE encryption function output both the
left and right ciphertexts for a given message.
This left/right notion is a strict generalization of the usual notion of order-revealing encryption,
and thus, can be used to strengthen the security guarantees provided by an ORE scheme. In
particular, a key advantage of working in this framework is that we can now define additional
security requirements on collections of left or right ciphertexts taken in isolation. For example, in
both of the ORE constructions we introduce in this work (Sections 3 and 4), a collection of right
ciphertexts taken individually is semantically secure—that is, no information about the underlying
plaintexts (including their order relations) is revealed given only a collection of right ciphertexts. In
Section 5, we describe precisely how semantic security of the right ciphertexts can be leveraged to
obtain a range query protocol that is robust against offline inference attacks. We also note that the
schemes presented in this work are the first practical ORE constructions in the left/right framework
where one side (the right ciphertexts) achieves semantic security.1
Finally, we note that the left/right framework extends naturally to property-preserving encryption
schemes, and thus, opens up many new avenues of developing more secure cryptographic primitives
1

Concurrent with the publication of this work, Joye and Passelégue [JP16] along with Cash, Liu, O’Neill, and
Zhang [CLOZ16] independently gave constructions of ORE based on bilinear groups where the ciphertexts are
decomposable into left and right components where one side has semantic security.
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for searching on encrypted data.

1.2

Our Contributions

In this work, we describe a new ORE scheme that achieves stronger security compared to existing
practical OPE and ORE schemes, as well as a method to leverage our new ORE scheme to efficiently
perform range queries while providing robustness against inference attacks. We now highlight our
main contributions.
An efficient small-domain ORE. We begin by giving the first construction of a practical, smalldomain ORE scheme with best-possible semantic security that only relies on pseudorandom functions
(PRFs).2 The restriction to “small” domains is due to the fact that the ciphertext length in our
scheme grows linearly in the size of the plaintext space. All existing constructions of ORE that
achieve best-possible security in the small-domain setting rely on pairings [KLM+ 16], general-purpose
functional encryption [AJ15, BKS15], or multilinear maps [BLR+ 15], and thus, are not yet practical.
Our particular construction is inspired by the “brute-force” construction of functional encryption
by Boneh et al. [BSW11, §4.1]. They show that functional encryption with respect to a “small”
(i.e., polynomially-sized) class of functions can be constructed using only symmetric primitives. We
adapt these methods to show how best-possible ORE (and more generally, functional encryption)
can be efficiently constructed from symmetric primitives when the message space is small. Our
construction is described in Section 3.
Domain extension for ORE. Of course, a small-domain ORE by itself is not very useful for
range queries. Our second contribution is a recasting of the Chenette et al. [CLWW16] ORE
construction as a general technique of constructing a large-domain ORE from a small-domain ORE.
The transformation is not perfect and incurs some leakage. Applying this domain-extension technique
to our new small-domain ORE, we obtain an ORE scheme whose leakage profile is significantly
better than that of the Chenette et al. construction. In particular, our new ORE scheme operates
on blocks (where a block is a sequence of bits) and the additional leakage in our scheme is the
position of the first block in which two messages differ. For instance, if blocks are byte-sized (8 bits),
then our ORE scheme only reveals the index of the first byte that differs between the two messages
(and nothing more). In contrast, the Chenette et al. construction always reveals the index of the
first bit that differs.3 Thus, our new ORE construction provides significantly stronger security, at
the cost of somewhat longer ciphertexts.
Encrypted range queries. While our new ORE scheme can almost4 be used as a drop-in
replacement for OPE to enable searching over an encrypted database, the scheme remains susceptible
to an offline inference attack. To carry out their inference attacks, Naveed et al. [NKW15] rely on
the fact that OPE-encrypted ciphertexts enable equality tests and comparisons (by design). In our
setting, we take advantage of the special structure of the ciphertexts in our ORE scheme to obtain a
way of supporting range queries on encrypted data while protecting against offline inference attacks.
2

We prove security in the random oracle model, but it is possible to replace the random oracle with a PRF to show
security under a slightly weaker indistinguishability-based notion of security.
3
While Chenette et al. also describe a multi-bit generalization of their scheme, the generalized version leaks more
information, namely the difference of the values in the first differing block. In our construction, only the index and
nothing else is revealed.
4
We say “almost,” since using ORE in place of OPE would require writing a custom comparator for database elements.
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Our range query protocol critically relies on the fact that our ORE scheme is a left/right ORE
scheme (Section 1.1). More precisely, a ciphertext ct in our ORE scheme naturally decomposes into a
left component ctL and a right component ctR . To compare two ciphertexts, the comparison function
only requires the left component of one ciphertext and the right component of the other. More
importantly, the right components have the property that they are semantically-secure encryptions
of their messages. To build an encrypted database system with robustness against range queries, the
database server only stores the “right” ciphertexts (in sorted order). To perform a range query, the
client provides the “left” ciphertexts corresponding to its range. The server can respond to the range
query as usual since comparisons are possible between left and right ciphertexts. Robustness against
offline inference attacks is ensured since the database dump only contains the right ciphertexts
stored on the server, which are semantically-secure encryptions of their underlying messages. We
describe our method in greater detail in Section 5.
New lower bounds for OPE. The core building block in our new ORE construction is a
small-domain ORE with best-possible security. This raises the natural question of whether
we could construct a small-domain OPE that also achieves best-possible security. Previously,
Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09, BCO11] and Popa et al. [PLZ13] gave lower bounds that ruled out
schemes where the ciphertext space is subexponential in the size of the plaintext space. But when
the plaintext has size poly(λ) for a security parameter λ, there could conceivably exist an efficient
OPE scheme with best-possible security. In this work, we show that this is in fact impossible. Using
a very different set of techniques compared to [BCLO09, BCO11, PLZ13], we show (Section 6) that
no efficient (stateless and non-interactive) OPE scheme can satisfy best-possible security, even
when the message space contains only 3 elements! Thus, to achieve strong security even in the
small-domain setting, it is necessary to consider relaxations of OPE, such as ORE.
Experimental evaluation. Finally, we implement and compare our new ORE scheme to the ORE
scheme by Chenette et al. [CLWW16] and the OPE scheme by Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09]. For
typical parameters, our new ORE scheme is over 65 times faster than the Boldyreva et al. scheme,
but has longer ciphertexts. For example, when working with byte-size blocks, encrypting a 32-bit
integer requires just 55 µs and produces a ciphertext that is 224 bytes. Typically, range queries
are not performed over extremely long fields, so the extra space overhead of our scheme is not
unreasonable. Given the superior security conferred by our scheme (in both the online and offline
settings), and faster throughputs, our ORE scheme is a very compelling replacement for existing
OPE schemes.
Applying ORE. To conclude, we make a cautionary note that because of the leakage associated
with any ORE scheme, the primitive is not always suitable for applications that demand a high level
of security. Our hope, however, is that by giving precise, concrete characterization of the leakage
profile of our construction (in both the online and offline settings when used to support encrypted
database queries), practitioners are able to make better-informed decisions on the suitability of our
construction for a specific application.
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Preliminaries

For n ∈ N, we write [n] to denote the set of integers {1, . . . , n}. If P is a predicate on x, we write
1(P(x)) to denote the indicator function for P: that is, 1(P(x)) = 1 if and only if P(x) = 1, and
0 otherwise. For a distribution D, we write x ← D to denote a draw from D. For a finite set S,
5

r

we write x ←
− S to denote a uniformly random draw from S. In this work, we write λ to denote a
security parameter. We say a function f (λ) is negligible in λ if f = o(1/λc ) for all c ∈ N. We write
negl(λ) to denote a negligible function in λ and poly(λ) to denote a polynomial in λ. We say that
an event occurs with negligible probability if the probability of the event occurring is negl(λ), and
that it occurs with overwhelming probability if the complement of the event occurs with negligible
probability. For two bit strings x, y ∈ {0, 1}∗ , we write xky to denote the concatenation of x and y.
c
For two distributions D1 , D2 , we write D1 ≈ D2 to denote that D1 and D2 are computationally
indistinguishable (i.e., no efficient adversary can distinguish D1 from D2 except with negligible
s
probability). We write D1 ≈ D2 if D1 and D2 are statistically indistinguishable (i.e., the statistical
distance between D1 and D2 is negligible). Finally, we write D1 ≡ D2 to denote that D1 and D2 are
identical distributions.
We also review the standard definition of pseudorandom functions (PRFs) [GGM86]. A function
F : K × X → Y is a secure PRF if no efficient adversary can distinguish (except perhaps with
negligible probability) the outputs (on arbitrary points chosen adaptively by the adversary) of F (k, ·)
r
for a randomly chosen k ←
− K from that of a truly random function f (·) from X to Y. Similarly, a
function F : K × X → X is a secure pseudorandom permutation (PRP) if for all k ∈ K, F (k, ·) is a
r
permutation on X and no efficient adversary can distinguish the outputs of F (k, ·) where k ←
−K
from the outputs of π(·) where π is a random permutation on X .

2.1

Order-Revealing Encryption

An order-revealing encryption (ORE) scheme [BLR+ 15, CLWW16] is a tuple of three algorithms Π =
(ORE.Setup, ORE.Encrypt, ORE.Compare) defined over a well-ordered domain D with the following
properties:
• ORE.Setup(1λ ) → sk: On input a security parameter λ, the setup algorithm outputs a secret
key sk.
• ORE.Encrypt(sk, m) → ct: On input a secret key sk and a message m ∈ D, the encryption
algorithm outputs a ciphertext ct.
• ORE.Compare(ct1 , ct2 ) → b: On input two ciphertexts ct1 , ct2 , the compare algorithm outputs
a bit b ∈ {0, 1}.
Correctness. We say an ORE scheme over a well-ordered domain D is correct if for sk ←
ORE.Setup(1λ ) and all messages m1 , m2 ∈ D,
Pr[ORE.Compare(ct1 , ct2 ) = 1(m1 < m2 )] = 1 − negl(λ).
Remark 2.1 (ORE Decryption). Our schema for ORE does not include a decryption function, but
as noted by Chenette et al. [CLWW16, Remark 2.3], this is without loss of generality. In particular,
we can construct a decryption algorithm ORE.Decrypt using the ORE.Encrypt and ORE.Compare
algorithms (by performing a binary search).
Security. The “best-possible” notion of security for order-revealing encryption is the notion
of indistinguishability under an ordered chosen plaintext attack (IND-OCPA) introduced by
Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09]. The IND-OCPA notion of security is a generalization of semantic
6

security [GM84], and states that no efficient adversary can distinguish between the encryptions of
any two sequences of messages, provided that the ordering of the messages in the two sequences is
identical. We give the formal definition in Section 6 (Definition 6.1).
Due to the apparent difficulty in constructing efficient schemes that satisfy IND-OCPA security,
Chenette et al. [CLWW16] introduced a weaker simulation-based notion of security for ORE schemes
that allows for some leakage beyond just the ordering of the plaintexts. We recall their definition
here.
Definition 2.2 (ORE with Leakage [CLWW16]). Let Π = (ORE.Setup, ORE.Encrypt, ORE.Compare)
be an ORE scheme, and let A = (A1 , . . . , Aq ) be an adversary for some q = poly(λ). Let
S = (S0 , S1 , . . . , Sq ) be a simulator, and let L(·) be a leakage function. We define the experiments
ore
REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,L (λ) as follows:
REALore
A (λ):
1. sk ← ORE.Setup(1λ )
2. (m1 , stA ) ← A1 (1λ )
3. c1 ← ORE.Encrypt(sk, m1 )
4. for 2 ≤ i ≤ q:

SIMore
A,S,L (λ):
1. stS ← S0 (1λ )
2. (m1 , stA ) ← A1 (1λ )
3. (c1 , stS ) ← S1 (stS , L(m1 ))
4. for 2 ≤ i ≤ q:

(a) (mi , stA ) ← Ai (stA , c1 , . . . , ci−1 )
(b) ci ← ORE.Encrypt(sk, mi )

(a) (mi , stA ) ← Ai (stA , c1 , . . . , ci−1 )
(b) (ci , stS ) ← Si (stS , L(m1 , . . . , mi ))

5. output (c1 , . . . , cq ) and stA

5. output (c1 , . . . , cq ) and stA

We say that Π is a secure ORE scheme with leakage function L(·) if for all polynomial-size adversaries
A = (A1 , . . . , Aq ), there exists a polynomial-size simulator S = (S0 , S1 , . . . , Sq ) such that the outputs
ore
of the two distributions REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,L (λ) are computationally indistinguishable.
Remark 2.3 (Best-Possible Security). The best-possible notion of simulation-security is security
with respect to the leakage function that only reveals the ordering of the plaintexts. This is the
minimal leakage possible from an order-revealing encryption scheme. In particular, we define Lcmp
as follows:
Lcmp (m1 , . . . , mt ) = {(i, j, cmp(mi , mj ) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t)} ,
where cmp(mi , mj ) is the comparison function that outputs −1 if mi < mj , 0 if mi = mj and 1 if
mi > mj .

3

ORE for Small Domains

The order-revealing encryption in [CLWW16] reveals a significant amount of information, namely,
the index of the first bit position that differs between two encrypted plaintexts. In this work, we
show how to construct an ORE scheme that only leaks the first block that differs, where a block is a
collection of one or more bits. For instance, we can construct an ORE scheme that only reveals the
first byte that differs between two encrypted plaintexts, and nothing more.
The starting point for our construction is a “small-domain” ORE scheme with best-possible
simulation security. The limitation is that the length of the ciphertexts in our ORE scheme grows
linearly with the size of the message space, hence the restriction to small (polynomially-sized)
domains. We show in Section 4 how to extend our small-domain ORE to obtain an order-revealing
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encryption scheme over large domains (i.e., exponentially-sized) that leaks strictly less information
compared to the scheme by Chenette et al. [CLWW16].
As described in Section 1.1, we give our ORE construction in the left/right framework where we
decompose the ORE.Encrypt function into two separate functions: ORE.EncryptL and ORE.EncryptR .
We refer to them as the “left encryption” and “right encryption” functions, respectively. Our
particular construction has the property that only “left ciphertexts” can be compared with “right
ciphertexts.” Note that this is without loss of generality and we can recover the usual notion of
ORE by simply defining the output of ORE.Encrypt(sk, m) to be the tuple (ORE.EncryptL (sk, m),
ORE.EncryptR (sk, m)).

3.1

Small-Domain ORE Construction

We begin with a high-level overview of our construction. Our scheme is defined with respect to a
plaintext space [N ] where N = poly(λ). First, we associate each element x ∈ [N ] in the domain
with an encryption key kx . A (right) ciphertext for a value y ∈ [N ] consists of N encryptions of
the comparison output cmp(x, y) between y and every element x ∈ [N ] in the domain, where the
value cmp(x, y) is encrypted under kx . The left encryption of a value x is simply the encryption
key kx . Given kx and an encryption of cmp(x, y) under kx , the evaluator can decrypt and learn the
comparison bit cmp(x, y). The values of the other comparison bits are hidden by semantic security
of the encryption scheme. Note, however, that we still need a way for the evaluator to determine
which of the N ciphertexts is encrypted under kx without learning the value of x. To ensure this,
we sample a random permutation π on the domain [N ] during setup. The components in the right
ciphertexts are then permuted according to π and the left encryption of x includes the permuted
position π(x). Given π(x), the evaluator learns which component in the right ciphertext to decrypt,
but learns nothing about x. Finally, to show simulation security, we require a “non-committing”
encryption scheme, and for this, we rely on a random oracle [BR93].5
Construction. Let [N ] be the message space. Let F : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ be a secure PRF
and H : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → Z3 be a hash function (modeled as a random oracle in the security
(s)
proof). Let cmp be the comparison function from Remark 2.3. Our ORE scheme Πore is defined as
follows:
r

• ORE.Setup(1λ ). The setup algorithm samples a PRF key k ←
− {0, 1}λ for F , and a uniformly
random permutation π : [N ] → [N ]. The secret key sk is the pair (k, π).
• ORE.EncryptL (sk, x). Write sk as (k, π). The left encryption algorithm computes and returns
the tuple ctL = (F (k, π(x)), π(x)).
• ORE.EncryptR (sk, y). Write sk as (k, π). First, the right encryption algorithm samples a
r
random nonce r ←
− {0, 1}λ . Then, for each i ∈ [N ], it computes the value
vi = cmp(π −1 (i), y) + H(F (k, i), r)

(mod 3).

Finally, it outputs the ciphertext ctR = (r, v1 , v2 . . . , vN ).
5

We believe we can replace the random oracle with a PRF if we aim to prove an indistinguishability notion of security
for our construction. For simplicity of presentation in this paper, we work with a simulation-based definition and
prove security in the random oracle model.
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• ORE.Compare(ctL , ctR ). The compare algorithm first parses
ctL = (k 0 , h)

and ctR = (r, v1 , v2 , . . . , vN ),

and then outputs the result vh − H(k 0 , r) (mod 3).
(x)

Correctness. Let sk = (k, π) ← ORE.Setup(1λ ), and take any x, y ∈ [N ]. Let ctL = (k 0 , h) ←
(y)
ORE.EncryptL (sk, x) and and ctR = (r, v1 , . . . , vN ) ← ORE.EncryptR (sk, y), Then, we have the
following:
(x)

(y)

ORE.Compare(ctL , ctR ) = vh − H(k 0 , r)
= cmp(π −1 (h), y) + H(F (k, h), r) − H(k 0 , r)
= cmp(π −1 (π(x)), y) + H(F (k, π(x)), r) − H(F (k, π(x)), r)
= cmp(x, y) ∈ Z3 ,
Note that cmp(x, y) provides the same amount of information as 1(x < y) and 1(y < x), so
correctness follows.
Space usage. Before we give our formal security analysis, we first characterize the length of the
ciphertexts in our ORE scheme for a message space of size N . The left ciphertexts ctL in our scheme
consists of a PRF key and an index, which are λ + dlog N e bits long. The right ciphertexts ctR
consists of a nonce, together with N elements in Z3 , which can be represented using λ + dN log2 3e
bits. Thus, a complete ciphertext consists of 2λ + dlog N e + dN log2 3e bits. However, as we note
in the following remark, it is possible to obtain shorter ciphertexts if we allow the comparison
algorithm to take the full ciphertext (ctL , ctR ) as opposed to only the left half of the first ciphertext
and the right half of the second ciphertext. Thus, when using the construction as a pure ORE
scheme, we can obtain shorter ciphertexts. When leveraging our ORE scheme to build a range
query system (Section 5), we will exploit the fact that comparisons can be performed given just the
left component of one ciphertext and the right component of the other.
Remark 3.1 (Shorter Ciphertexts). For a domain of size N , the right ciphertexts in our ORE
construction contain N elements of Z3 . Suppose instead we replaced the comparison function cmp
(x)
with a function cmp0 where cmp0 (x, y) = 1 if x ≤ y and 0 otherwise. Then, a left encryption ctL
(y)
of x and a right encryption ctR of y can be used to compute cmp0 (x, y), or equivalently, whether
(x)
(x) 
(y)
(y) 
x ≤ y. If the comparison algorithm takes as input ct(x) = ctL , ctR and ct(y) = ctL , ctR ,
then it can compute both cmp0 (x, y) and cmp0 (y, x). This means that given ct(x) and ct(y) , the
comparison algorithm can still determine if x < y, x = y, or x > y. With this modification, the
right ciphertexts in our scheme have length N rather than dN log2 3e.
Remark 3.2 (Beyond Comparisons). By substituting an arbitrary bivariate function f (x, y) for
the comparison function cmp in our construction, we obtain an encryption scheme where any two
ciphertexts ct(x) and ct(y) encrypting messages x and y, respectively, reveal f (x, y). Moreover,
by the security argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we have that ct(x) and ct(y) reveal
?
nothing more than the function value f (x, y) and the equality predicate x = y. Note that equality is
revealed in our construction since the left ciphertexts are deterministic. Our construction can thus
be viewed as a general-purpose property-preserving encryption for two-input functionalities [PR12]
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or a two-input functional encryption scheme [GGG+ 14, BLR+ 15] that leaks equality. Because the
length of the ciphertexts in our construction grow linearly in the size of the domain, our construction
is limited to functions over a polynomially-sized domain. However, in contrast to other schemes that
rely on primitives such as indistinguishability obfuscation [GGG+ 14], multilinear maps [BLR+ 15],
or pairings [KLM+ 16], our construction has the appealing property that it relies only on symmetric
primitives, namely, PRFs.
Security. We now state our main security theorem for this section. We give the proof in
Appendix A.
(s)

Theorem 3.3. The ORE scheme Πore is secure with the best-possible leakage function Lcmp from
Remark 2.3 assuming that F is a secure PRF and H is modeled as a random oracle.

4

Domain Extension: A Large-Domain ORE

Although our small-domain ORE construction from Section 3 achieves the strongest possible notion
of security for ORE, it is limited to polynomially-sized message spaces. In this section, we show how
to construct an efficient ORE scheme for large domains which achieves provably stronger security
guarantees than all existing efficient ORE constructions for large domains. Our construction can be
viewed as a composition of our small-domain ORE construction together with the ORE scheme by
Chenette et al. [CLWW16].
Intuitively, we can view the techniques used in the Chenette et al. construction as a domainextension mechanism for ORE. In particular, their construction can be viewed as a general transformation that takes as input a k-bit ORE scheme and outputs an kn-bit ORE scheme, with ciphertext
expansion that grows linearly in n and a slight reduction in security (that degrades with n). Under
this lens, the Chenette et al. construction can be viewed as taking a 1-bit ORE scheme (with
best-possible security) and extending it to an n-bit ORE scheme. In this work, we apply this general
domain-extension technique to our small-domain ORE from Section 3, and show how we can start
with a d-bit ORE and extend it to a dn-bit ORE. By varying the parameters n and d, we obtain a
performance-security tradeoff. At a high level, our composed construction implements encryption via
(s)
several parallel (prefix-dependent) instances of the small-domain ORE scheme Πore from Section 3,
one for each block of the plaintext. Using the techniques of Chenette et al. [CLWW16], a blinding
(s)
factor is derived from the prefix of each block and used to mask the Πore ciphertexts for that block.
We give the precise leakage of our construction in Theorem 4.1.
Construction. Fix a security parameter λ ∈ N, a message space size N > 0, and integers d, n > 0
such that dn ≥ N . Let F : {0, 1}λ × [N ] → {0, 1}λ be a secure PRF on variable-length inputs,6
H : {0, 1}λ ×{0, 1}λ → Z3 be a hash function (modeled as a random oracle), and π : {0, 1}λ ×[d] → [d]
be a secure PRP. For a d-ary string x = x1 x2 · · · xn , let x|i = x1 x2 · · · xi denote the d-ary string
representing the first i digits of x (i.e., the length-i prefix of x), and let x|0 be the empty prefix. We
define our ORE scheme Πore = (ORE.Setup, ORE.EncryptL , ORE.EncryptR , ORE.Compare) as follows.
r

• ORE.Setup(1λ ). The setup algorithm samples PRF keys k1 , k2 ←
− {0, 1}λ . The master secret
key is sk = (k1 , k2 ).
6

The Chenette et al. ORE construction also used a PRF on variable-length inputs. We refer to their construction [CLWW16, §3] for one possible way of constructing a PRF on variable-length inputs from a standard PRF.
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• ORE.EncryptL (sk, x). Let sk = (k1 , k2 ). For each i ∈ [n], the left encryption algorithm
first computes x̃ = π(F (k2 , x|i−1 ), xi ) and then sets ui = (F (k1 , x|i−1 kx̃), x̃). It returns the
ciphertext ctL = (u1 , . . . , un ).
• ORE.EncryptR (sk, y). Let sk = (k1 , k2 ). First, the right encryption algorithm uniformly samples
r
a nonce r ←
− {0, 1}λ . Then, for each i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [d], letting j ∗ = π −1 (F (k2 , y|i−1 ), j), it
computes
zi,j = cmp(j ∗ , yi ) + H(F (k1 , y|i−1 kj), r) (mod 3).
It then defines the tuple vi = (zi,1 , . . . , zi,d ) and outputs the ciphertext ctR = (r, v1 , v2 . . . , vn ).
• ORE.Compare(ctL , ctR ). The compare algorithm first parses
ctL = (u1 , . . . , un )

and ctR = (r, v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ),

where for each i ∈ [n], we write ui = (ki0 , hi ) and vi = (zi,1 , . . . , zi,d ). Then, let ` be the smallest
index i for which zi,hi − H(ki0 , r) 6= 0 (mod 3). If no such ` exists, output 0. Otherwise, output
z`,h` − H(k`0 , r) (mod 3).
(x)

Correctness. Let sk = (k1 , k2 ) ← ORE.Setup(1λ ) and take any x, y ∈ [N ]. Let ctL ←
(y)
ORE.EncryptL (sk, x) and ctR ← ORE.EncryptR (sk, y). We show that with overwhelming proba(x)
(y)
bility, ORE.Compare(ctL , ctR ) = cmp(x, y).
(x)
(y)
Let x = x1 · · · xn and y = y1 · · · yn . Let ctL = (u1 , . . . , un ) and ctR = (r, v1 , . . . , vn ), ui =
(ki0 , hi ) and vi = (zi,1 , . . . , zi,d ) for all i ∈ [n]. Next, let i∗ ∈ [n] be the first index i where xi =
6 yi . If
∗
∗
∗
x = y, set i = n + 1. Then, if x 6= y, we have that cmp(x, y) = cmp(xi , yi ) By definition, for all
` < i∗ , x|` = y|` , and so setting κ` = F (k2 , x|` ) = F (k2 , y|` ), we have that
π −1 (κ`−1 , h` ) = π −1 (κ`−1 , π(κ`−1 , x` )) = x` .
By definition of zi,j , we have that for all ` ≤ i∗
z`,h` = cmp(π −1 (κ`−1 , h` ), y` ) + H(F (k1 , y|`−1 kh` ), r)
= cmp(x` , y` ) + H(F (k1 , x|`−1 kh` ), r)
= cmp(x` , y` ) + H(k`0 , r).
Thus, for all ` < i∗ , z`,h` −H(k`0 , r) = cmp(x` , y` ) = 0, and for ` = i∗ , z`,h` −H(k`0 , r) = cmp(xi∗ , yi∗ ).
If x = y, then i∗ = n+1 and for all ` ∈ [n], z`,h` −H(k`0 , r) = 0, in which case the comparison algorithm
correctly outputs 0. Otherwise, the comparison algorithm outputs cmp(xi∗ , yi∗ ) = cmp(x, y).
(d)

Security. Before stating our security theorem, we first specify our leakage function Lblk . Each
ciphertext block in our ORE scheme is essentially a ciphertext for the underlying small-domain ORE,
and the comparison operation proceeds block-by-block. Intuitively then, since our small-domain
ORE scheme leaks nothing except the ordering (Theorem 3.3), the additional leakage of our new
ORE scheme is the index of the first block that differs between two ciphertexts. In particular, for
messages x = x1 x2 · · · xn and y = y1 y2 · · · yn written in base d, we define the first differing block
(d)
function inddiff (x, y) to be the first index i ∈ [n] such that xj = yj for all j < i and xi =
6 yi . If x = y,
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(d)

(d)

we define inddiff (x, y) to be n + 1. Then, our leakage function Lblk for our extended ORE scheme is
given by
(d)
Lblk (m1 , . . . , mt ) = {(i, j, blk(mi , mj )) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t} ,
(d)

where blk(mi , mj ) = (cmp(mi , mj ), inddiff (mi , mj )). In general, we refer to the parameter d as the
arity (or base) of the plaintext space, which grows exponentially in the length (in bits) of the block.
We now state our main security theorem.
Theorem 4.1. The ORE scheme Πore is secure with leakage function Lblk assuming that F is a
secure PRF and H is modeled as a random oracle.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be viewed as a composition of the security proof for our underlying
small-domain ORE (Theorem 3.3) and the security proof of the Chenette et al. scheme [CLWW16,
Theorem 3.2]. We give the proof in Appendix B.
Space usage. Ciphertexts in our new ORE scheme consist essentially of n ciphertexts for our
small-domain ORE scheme (with domain size d). More concretely, a left ciphertext in our new
scheme consists of n(λ + dlog de) bits and a right ciphertext consists of λ + n dd log2 3e bits. Since
the size of the plaintext space N satisfies N ≤ dn , ciphertext size in our new ORE scheme grow as
O((λ + d) logd N ).
Non-uniform block sizes. In practice, some bits of the plaintext may be more sensitive than
others. Leaking information about these bits is less desirable than leaking information about less
sensitive bits. To accommodate the different sensitivities, we can use different input bases (e.g.,
use larger blocks for more sensitive bits) for the different blocks of the ciphertext. The leakage in
the resulting scheme is still the index of the first (variable-sized) block that differs between two
messages. Correctness is unchanged.

5

Encrypted Range Queries

In this section, we formally define the properties of a client-server protocol for range queries over
an encrypted database. In our model, a client stores an encrypted database on the server. The
client can update the database (e.g., by adding or removing records) and issue range queries against
the database. In a range query, the client specifies a numeric interval and the server responds by
returning all ciphertexts whose underlying messages fall within that interval.
Although our definitions are stated in terms of numeric intervals, our methods are broadly
applicable to more general settings—in particular, to any well-ordered domain such as English
names. For example, when the database consists of encrypted alphanumeric strings, range queries
can be used for both exact-keyword as well as prefixed-based search.
Our security definitions are adapted from existing definitions for searchable symmetric encryption
(SSE) [CGKO06, CK10]. We survey some of the work on SSE in Section 8. In our definitions we
consider both the online and offline settings. In the online setting, the adversary sits on the server
and sees both the encrypted database as well as the client’s queries, while in the offline setting, the
adversary just obtains a dump of the server’s encrypted database. By showing that in the offline
setting, the server’s encrypted database provides semantic security, we can argue that our new
range query scheme provides robustness against the kinds of offline inference attacks considered by
Naveed et al. [NKW15].
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After formally defining the security requirements for a range query protocol, we give a construction
based on our ORE scheme Πore from Section 4. Our protocol not only satisfies our security properties,
but also has several additional appealing properties such as sublinear query time (in the size of the
database) and optimal round complexity.
Our proposed protocol is easily extensible to the multi-client setting where many clients are
interacting with the server. Each authorized client is simply given the secret key needed to query
and update the database.

5.1

Range Query Schemes

We begin with a formal definition of a range query scheme, followed by our notions of online and
offline security. We describe a range query scheme in terms of a set of algorithms, where each
algorithm is a single-round protocol between the client and the server. In each protocol, the client is
always stateless, but the server is stateful—in particular, the server’s state represents the information
stored on the server needed to efficiently respond to the client’s queries, including the encrypted
database itself.
Initially, the client runs a setup procedure that takes as input a plaintext database D of values
and outputs a secret key sk and some token t representing the encrypted database. The token t
is given to the server, and the server outputs some initial state st. Then, for each query (range
query, insert query, delete query), the client uses the secret key sk to derive a token t representing
its query, and sends t to the server. This token contains a masked version of the client’s input for
the query. On input a query token t, the server processes the query and updates its internal state.
In a range query, the server also returns a response r, which the client uses to learn the answer to
the range query.
More formally, let D ∈ [N ]M represent a (possibly empty) database consisting of M ≥ 0 values,
each in the range [N ]. A range query scheme Πrq = (RQ.Setup, RQ.Range, RQ.Insert, RQ.Delete)
consists of a tuple of algorithms defined as follows:
• RQ.Setup(1λ , D) → (t, st). The setup algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
– Client(1λ , D) → (sk, t). The client, on input the security parameter λ and database D,
produces a key sk which is kept secret, and a token t which is sent to the server.
– Server(t) → st. The server takes as input the token t and outputs an initial state st.
• RQ.Range(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The range query algorithm between the client and server
proceeds as follows:
– Client(sk, q = (x, y)) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query q for the
range [x, y], produces a token t which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st and the token t and
produces an updated state st0 , along with a response r, which is sent to the client.
– Client(sk, r) → S. The client, on input the secret key sk and the response r from the
server, obtains a subset S of entries which represent the answer to the range query.
• RQ.Insert(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The insert algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
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– Client(sk, q = x) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query q representing
an insertion of the value x, produces a token t which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st and the token t and
produces an updated state st0 .
• RQ.Delete(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The delete algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
– Client(sk, q = x) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query q representing a
deletion of the value x, produces a token t which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st and the token t and
produces an updated state st0 .
We now define the correctness and security properties of a range query scheme. At a high level, we
say that a range query scheme is correct if for all range queries (x, y) the client makes, it obtains the
set of entries in the database D (taking into account any insertion and deletion queries occurring
before the range query) that lie in the interval [x, y].
Correctness. Fix a security parameter λ, positive integers x, y, N, M where x ≤ y ∈ [N ], a
database D ∈ [N ]M and a sequence of ` insertion, deletion, and range queries q1 , . . . , q`−1 . Let
q` = (x, y) be a range query. Let (st` , r) ← Server(st`−1 , Client(sk, q` )) and S ← Client(sk, r), where
st`−1 is the server’s state after processing queries q1 , . . . , q`−1 . Let D 0 = D, D 1 , . . . , D ` be the
effective database elements after each query—that is, for all i ∈ [`], D i = D i−1 if qi is a range query,
D i = D i−1 ∪ {x} if qi−1 is an insertion query for x, and D i = D i−1 \ {x} if qi−1 is a deletion query
for x. We say a range query scheme Πrq = (RQ.Setup, RQ.Range, RQ.Insert, RQ.Delete) is correct
if for all security parameters λ, integers N, M, x, y, databases D ∈ [N ]M and sequence of queries
q1 , . . . , q` , we have that the client’s response S satisfies S = D ` ∩ [x, y].
Security. Our first notion of security is online security, which models the information revealed to
a malicious server in the range query protocol. Here, the adversary sees both the contents of the
server’s state (i.e., the encrypted database) as well as the client’s queries. We give a simulation-based
definition with respect to a concrete leakage function that operates over the plaintext values in the
database and the queries. Our definition is adapted from the standard paradigm used to define
security in searchable symmetric encryption schemes [CGKO06, CK10].
Definition 5.1 (Online Security). For all databases D and sequences of ` queries q1 , . . . , q` , define
the sequence of states st0 , . . . , st` and tokens t0 , . . . , t` where (t0 , st0 ) ← RQ.Setup(1λ , D), and for
each i ∈ [`], (ti , sti ) is the output of the ith query on input sk, qi , and sti−1 . A range query scheme
is online secure with respect to a leakage function L if for every efficient adversary A, there exists a
simulator S where
Pr[A(1λ , st0 , . . . , st` , t0 , . . . , t` ) = 1] − Pr[S(1λ , L(D, q1 , . . . , q` )) = 1] = negl(λ).
We also define an “offline” notion of security for a range query scheme. The offline setting
models scenarios where the adversary obtains a dump of the contents of the server (i.e., the server’s
state), but does not observe any queries made by the client. Against offline adversaries, we require
the much stronger property that the only thing leaked by the encrypted database is the size of the
encrypted database. This is the best-possible leakage.
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Definition 5.2 (Offline Security). For all databases D and sequences of ` queries q1 , . . . , q` , define
the sequence of states st0 , . . . , st` and tokens t0 , . . . , t` as in Definition 5.1 Let |st` | be the bit-length
of st` . A range query scheme is offline secure if for all efficient adversaries A, there exists an efficient
simulator S where
Pr[A(1λ , st` ) = 1] − Pr[S(1λ , |st` |) = 1] = negl(λ).
The importance of offline security. Although offline security is strictly weaker than online
security, it captures the real-world scenario where an attacker breaks into a server and exfiltrates
any data the server has stored on disk. While companies are often able to detect and protect against
active online corruption of their servers, the question remains what happens after the fact when the
attacker has also exfiltrated the database for offline analysis. Of course, the ideal solution to this
problem is an encrypted database system that provides strong online security guarantees. However,
existing systems with strong online security typically require redesigning the database management
system and implementing elaborate cryptographic protocols for querying [CJJ+ 14, FJK+ 15], or
leverage heavy, less practical tools such as fully homomorphic encryption [Gen09] or oblivious
RAMs [GO96]. On the flip side, an OPE-based solution yields a scheme that does not provide
offline security in our model; this is one reason why OPE and other PPE-based encrypted database
schemes are vulnerable to inference attacks. This is true even if we use an (interactive) OPE scheme
with best-possible security; the ability to directly compare ciphertexts is sufficient to carry out the
inference attacks. Thus, there is an interesting intermediate ground where we build systems that
achieve decent online security, while still providing strong offline security guarantees to be robust
against inference attacks.

5.2

An Efficient Range Query Scheme

We now describe how to build an efficient range query scheme using our ORE construction from
Section 4. At a high level, the server’s encrypted database consists of right ciphertexts for each
value, stored in sorted order. The tokens t for each query consist of a left encryption of the query
value. This allows the server to use the ORE comparison algorithm to perform binary search over
the encrypted ciphertexts in the database. Thus, the server is able to answer queries efficiently and
maintain the database in sorted order (during updates). To answer a range query, the server performs
binary search to find the lower and upper boundaries in the encrypted database corresponding
to its query and returns all ciphertexts lying within those bounds. The client then decrypts the
ciphertexts to learn the response.
More formally, we define our range query scheme Πrq = (RQ.Setup, RQ.Range, RQ.Insert, RQ.Delete)
as follows:
• RQ.Setup(1λ , D) → (t, st). The setup algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
– Client(1λ , D) → (sk, t). The client, on input the security parameter λ and database D,
generates a secret key sk ← ORE.Setup(1λ ). Then, the client sorts the database D, and
for each sequential element xi ∈ D, the client computes cti ← ORE.EncryptR (sk, xi ), and
sends the token t = (ct1 , . . . , ctM ) to the server.
– Server(t) → st. The server simply sets st = t.
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• RQ.Range(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The range query algorithm between the client and server
proceeds as follows:
– Client(sk, q = (x, y)) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query representing a range query for the range [x, y], produces the token t = (ORE.EncryptL (sk, x),
ORE.EncryptL (sk, y)) which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st = (ct1 , . . . , ctM 0 ) for
some integer M 0 , and the token t = (ctx , cty ). Using ORE.Compare, it performs a binary
search to find the ciphertexts in st that are “at least” ctx and “at most” cty . Let r be
the set of ciphertexts lying in this interval. The server outputs the response r and an
updated state st0 = st.
– Client(sk, r) → S. The client, on input the secret key sk and the response r = (ct1 , . . . , ctm )
for some integer m, outputs the tuple S = (ORE.Decrypt(sk, ct1 ), . . . , ORE.Decrypt(sk, ctm )).
(Recall from Remark 2.1 that any ORE scheme can be augmented with a decryption
algorithm.)
• RQ.Insert(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The insert algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
– Client(sk, q = x) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query representing an
insertion of the value x, produces a token t = (ORE.EncryptL (sk, x), ORE.EncryptR (sk, x))
which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st and the token
t = (ct1 , ct2 ). Using ORE.Compare(ct1 , ·), it performs a binary search over the contents
of its database st to find the index at which to insert the new value. The server inserts
ct2 at that position and outputs the updated database st0 .
• RQ.Delete(sk, q, st) → (t, st0 ). The delete algorithm between the client and server proceeds as
follows:
– Client(sk, q = x) → t. The client, on input the secret key sk and a query representing a
deletion of the value x, produces a token t = (ORE.EncryptL (sk, x), ORE.EncryptR (sk, x))
which is sent to the server.
– Server(st, t) → (st0 , r). The server takes as input its current state st and the token
t = (ct1 , ct2 ). Using ORE.Compare(ct1 , ·), it performs a binary search over the contents
of its database st to find the indices of the elements in st equal to ct1 . It removes the
entries at the matching indices and outputs the updated database st0 .
Correctness. By correctness of the ORE scheme, the state st maintained by the server after each
query is a (sorted) list of right encryptions (under sk) of the values in the database D after the
corresponding insertions and deletions. Thus, the response r returned by the server to the client in
a range query for the range [x, y] is precisely the subset of ciphertexts whose plaintext values fall in
the range [x, y]. Correctness follows by correctness of ORE decryption (which in turn follows from
correctness of the ORE scheme).
Additional properties. In addition to the core security and correctness properties that we want
from a symmetric range query scheme, we also note several useful properties that our construction
Πrq achieves for handling efficient range queries in our client-server model.
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• Stateless client and single-round protocols. The client does not need to maintain state
between queries, and each query is a single round trip between the client and the server. Our
protocol achieves optimal round complexity.
• Short query tokens. The size of each query token t is asymptotically optimal. They are
approximately the same length as the inputs used to generate the query, and independent of
the size of the database.
• Fast responses. The running time of the server’s algorithms is sublinear (logarithmic) in the
total number of elements in the database.
Databases with multiple columns. In our description so far, we have modeled the database
as containing a single column of values. To apply our methods to databases containing multiple
columns, we would instead construct a sorted index for each column that needs to support range
queries. Each of these indices are then encrypted with an independent ORE scheme. To support a
range query over a particular column, the client would query the index for that column. The server
responds with the set of (encrypted) record identifiers that fall within the requested range. The
client then decrypts the response to obtain the record identifiers, and finally, retrieves the associated
records.
Dual-encryption leakage functions. To define the security of our range query scheme, we first
introduce a slight modification to the security notions achieved by our ORE scheme from Section 4.
Recall from Definition 2.2 that an ORE scheme is secure with respect to a leakage function L(·) if
for any adversarially-chosen sequence of messages m1 , . . . , m` , there is an efficient simulator S that
can simulate the real ORE ciphertexts given only the leakage L(m1 , . . . , mi ).
Here, we consider “dual-encryption” leakage functions L0 (·, ·) which take two collections of
plaintext values: one associated with “left” values, and the other associated with “right” values.
Now, we say that an ORE scheme with separate left and right encryption functions ORE.EncryptL and
ORE.EncryptR , is secure with respect to the dual-encryption leakage function L0 (·, ·) if there exists an
efficient simulator such that for any two (adversarially-chosen) collections of plaintexts x1 , . . . , x` and
y1 , . . . , yκ , and sk ← ORE.Setup(1λ ), the simulator can simulate the outputs ORE.EncryptL (sk, xi ) and
ORE.EncryptR (sk, yj ) for all i ∈ [`] and j ∈ [κ], given only the output of L0 ((x1 , . . . , x` ), (y1 , . . . , yκ )).
We note that the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be rewritten to prove security with respect to the
dual-encryption leakage function Ldual as defined in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let Ldual be the following dual-leakage function

o
n
(d)
Ldual ((x1 , . . . , x` ), (y1 , . . . , yκ )) =
i, i0 , j, blk(xi , yj ), inddiff (xi , xi0 ) | i, i0 ∈ [`], j ∈ [κ] ,
(d)

where blk(xi , yj ) = (cmp(xi , yj ), inddiff (xi , yj )) as defined in Section 4 and used in Theorem 4.1.
The ORE scheme Πore from Section 4 is secure with respect to the dual-encryption leakage function
Ldual .
Proof. Follows by inspection of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Representing the leakage of our ORE scheme in terms of a dual-encryption leakage function
allows us to easily reason about the online and offline security properties of our scheme. At a high
level, the online leakage of our range query scheme is simply the output of the dual leakage function
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on the sets of left ciphertexts appearing in the queries and the set of right ciphertexts appearing in
the database. We now describe the leakage more precisely.
(d)
In our description below, we refer to the leakage function Lblk (m1 , m2 ) as the “ORE leakage”
between two equal-length values m1 and m2 . Informally, the “ORE leakage” in our setting is the
ordering of m1 and m2 and the index of the first differing digit in the d-ary representation of m1
and m2 . Our range query leakage function Lrq then takes as input the database D = (d1 , . . . , dM ),
and a sequence of ` queries q1 , . . . , q` and outputs:
• For each i ∈ [M ] and j ∈ [`], the ORE leakage between each database value di and query qj .
For a range query of the form q = (x, y), this includes the ORE leakage between both pairs
(di , x) and (di , y) for i ∈ [M ].
• For each query qi , and each insertion or deletion query q0j , the ORE leakage between qi and q0j .
Similarly, for a range query of the form qi = (xi , yi ), this include the ORE leakage between
both pairs (xi , q0j ) and (yi , q0j ).
Roughly speaking, our range query scheme reveals the ordering and the index of the first differing
digit between every query and every message in the database. We also leak some information
between range queries and insertion/deletion queries. We now formalize our security claims.
Online security. For a database D ∈ [N ]M and sequence of ` queries q1 , . . . , q` , let R, I, D denote
the sequence of values appearing in the range queries, the insert queries, and the delete queries,
respectively. Note that the two values in each range query are expanded as separate elements in R.
Finally, let Q = RkIkD.
Theorem 5.4. Let Lrq be the following leakage function:
Lrq (D, q1 , . . . , q` ) = (Ldual (Q, D), Ldual (Q, IkD))
Then, the range query scheme Πrq achieves online security with respect to the leakage function Lrq .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from observing that in Πrq , the values that are encrypted using
the left encryption algorithm are the values appearing in the queries Q, and the values encrypted
using the right encryption algorithm are the database elements, along with the respective components
appearing in the insertion and deletion queries. Hence, we can directly invoke Lemma 5.3, which
proves the theorem.
Offline security. Offline security (Definition 5.2) of our range query scheme Πrq follows directly
from the fact that the encrypted database stored on the server only contains a collection of right
ciphertexts, which are simulatable given just the size of the collection (that is, the right ciphertexts
are semantically secure encryptions of their values).
Theorem 5.5. The range query scheme Πrq is offline secure.
Proof. The contents of the server’s state after each query in the range query protocol Πrq is always
a collection of ORE right ciphertexts. Hence, for any sequence of states st0 , . . . , st` induced by
a database D and any sequence of queries q1 , . . . , q` , we just need to invoke the simulator (for
constructing right ciphertexts) in the proof of Theorem 4.1 a total of |st` | times to simulate the
right encryptions in st` . This completes the proof.
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Robustness against offline inference attacks. Offline security for our protocol implies that
the contents of the server’s database are always semantically secure. Consequently, ciphertext-only
inference attacks, such as those studied by Naveed et al. [NKW15], do not directly apply.
In their model [NKW15, §4.2], an attacker is able to obtain access to the “steady state” of an
encrypted database, which describes the database in a state that includes all auxiliary information
that is needed to perform encrypted searches efficiently. In our scheme, no such auxiliary information
is needed on top of the ORE scheme, and yet we are still able to achieve offline security. In contrast,
in other existing PPE-based schemes, comparisons are enabled by a underlying layer of OPE
encryption, which is vulnerable to inference attacks. Thus, even though these schemes can be
modified to satisfy our notion of offline security, their “steady-state” representation is in the form
of OPE ciphertexts which are vulnerable to inference attacks. Our scheme achieves robustness
against these ciphertext-only inference attacks because our steady-state representation is precisely
our offline representation. Finally, we note that we can always add additional layers of encryption
(e.g., onion encryption [PRZB11]) without compromising the security of our range query scheme,
which can serve as a useful countermeasure against general adversaries.
Existing schemes and the left/right framework. The key ingredient in our work that enables
us to construct an efficient, inference-robust range query protocol is the fact that ciphertexts in
our scheme naturally split into left and right components such that the right components, when
taken in isolation, are semantically secure. To our knowledge, our scheme is the first practical
ORE scheme where the ciphertexts split naturally into left and right components such that one
side is semantically secure.7 In contrast, no OPE scheme can satisfy this property—this is due to
the restriction that the comparison operation must be a numeric comparison on the ciphertexts.
Since comparisons are transitive, this means that if comparisons are possible between left and right
ciphertexts, they are necessarily possible between left ciphertexts or right ciphertexts in isolation.
Thus, neither side can be semantically secure.
Ciphertexts in the Chenette et al. [CLWW16] ORE scheme also do not decompose naturally
into left and right ciphertexts where one side is semantically secure. In fact, ciphertexts in their
scheme are deterministic, and thus, cannot provide semantic security. We note though that the
semantically-secure ORE constructions from multilinear maps [BLR+ 15] or indistinguishability
obfuscation [GGG+ 14] are naturally defined in the left/right framework (specifically, the encryption
function in these constructions also take an “input slot,” which directly corresponds to our notions
of left and right). Thus, these ORE constructions can also be leveraged to obtain a range query
scheme with sublinear query complexity and robustness against offline inference attacks. Due to
their reliance on extremely powerful tools, however, they are very far from being practically viable.

6

Impossibility Result for OPE

Our ORE construction from Section 4 uses a small-domain ORE scheme with best-possible security
as a core building block. A natural question to ask then is whether we could have applied the same
kind of transformation starting from a small-domain OPE scheme with best-possible security. While
Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09, BCO11] and Popa et al. [PLZ13] have previously ruled out the existence
7

Concurrent with the publication of this work, Joye and Passelégue [JP16] and Cash et al. [CLOZ16] also independently
proposed practical ORE constructions (with leakage) based on bilinear groups where the ciphertexts naturally
decompose into left and right components.
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of such OPE schemes over a superpolynomial size message space, their lower bounds do not rule out
the possibility of an OPE scheme over a polynomial-size domain that achieves best-possible security.
In this section, we show that even this is impossible. In particular, no OPE scheme whose
plaintext space contains just three messages can satisfy the “best-possible” notion of security
(IND-OCPA) unless the length of the ciphertexts is superpolynomial in the security parameter. In
ω(log λ)
other words, the size of the ciphertext space for any such OPE scheme is at least 22
. We
then show that our lower bound is tight by giving a construction of an IND-OCPA-secure OPE
ω(log λ)
scheme with plaintext space {1, 2, 3} and ciphertext space [M ] where M = 22
. Our results
thus show that there does not exist any efficient stateless, non-interactive OPE scheme that satisfies
IND-OCPA security, even for small message spaces.
First, recall that an order-preserving encryption scheme [BCLO09, BCO11] is a special case
of ORE where the ciphertext space is required to be a well-ordered range R. Moreover, given
two ciphertexts ct1 , ct2 ∈ R, the comparison algorithm outputs 1 if ct1 < ct2 . In other words,
an OPE scheme is an ORE scheme where the comparison function is the “natural” comparison
operation on the ciphertext space. Formally we can specify an OPE scheme by a tuple of algorithms
ΠOPE = (OPE.Setup, OPE.Encrypt). We first review the formal definition of IND-OCPA security
from [BCLO09].
Definition 6.1 (IND-OCPA Security [BCLO09]). Let ΠOPE = (OPE.Setup, OPE.Encrypt) be an
OPE scheme. Then, ΠOPE is IND-OCPA secure if for all efficient and admissible adversaries A and
sk ← OPE.Setup(1λ ),
h
i 1
r
Pr b ←
− {0, 1} : ALoR(sk,b,·,·) (1λ ) = b −
= negl(λ),
2
where LoR(sk, b, m0 , m1 ) is the left-or-right encryption oracle which on input a key sk, a bit b, and
two messages m0 , m1 , returns OPE.Encrypt(sk, mb ). We say that an adversary A making q queries
(1)
(1)
(q)
(q)
(i)
(j)
(m0 , m1 ), . . . , (m0 , m1 ) to the LoR oracle is admissible if for all i, j ∈ [q], m0 < m0 if and
(i)
(j)
only if m1 < m1 .
Lower bound for OPE schemes. We first show that any stateless OPE scheme with a plaintext
space containing at least three messages cannot satisfy IND-OCPA security unless the ciphertext
ω(log λ)
space has size 22
. In other words, the number of bits needed to represent a ciphertext is
2ω(log λ) , which is superpolynomial in the security parameter. This theorem effectively shows that
there are no efficient OPE schemes when the message space contains even 3 elements.
Theorem 6.2. Let ΠOPE be a stateless OPE scheme with plaintext space [N ] and ciphertext space
ω(log λ)
[M ]. If ΠOPE is IND-OCPA-secure and N ≥ 3, then M = 22
.
Proof. By correctness of ΠOPE , the OPE.Encrypt(sk, ·) function is deterministic with overwhelming
probability over the randomness used to sample sk in OPE.Setup. Thus, without loss of generality,
we assume that OPE.Encrypt(sk, ·) is deterministic. Since N ≥ 3, define the random variable
yi = OPE.Encrypt(sk, i) for i ∈ [3], and let Di be the distribution of yi (taken over the randomness
used to sample sk). For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, define random variables dij = yj − yi to be random variables
corresponding to the distance between ciphertexts. By definition, d13 = d12 + d23 . Let Dij be the
distribution of dij . By construction, each Dij is a distribution over [M ]. If ΠOPE is IND-OCPA
c
c
secure, then it must be the case that D12 ≈ D23 ≈ D13 . To complete the proof, we show the
following two lemmas.
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Lemma 6.3. Suppose ΠOPE is IND-OCPA secure. Then, for any M 0 ≤ M where Pr[d12 ≤ M 0 ] =
1 − negl(λ), it follows that M 0 = 2ω(log λ) (that is, M 0 is superpolynomial in λ).
Proof. We proceed via contradiction. Suppose that ΠOPE is IND-OCPA-secure and that M 0 =
poly(λ). Then, there must exist some x ∈ [M 0 ] such that Pr[d12 = x] ≥ 1/M 0 − negl(λ), which is
non-negligible. Let x ∈ [M 0 ] be the smallest such x such that Pr[d12 = x] is non-negligible. Next,
using the fact that d13 = d12 + d23 , we have
X
(Pr[d12 = z] · Pr[d23 = x − z | d12 = z])
Pr[d13 = x] = Pr[d12 = x] · Pr[d23 = 0 | d12 = x] +
z<x

= negl(λ) + negl(λ),
where the first term is negligible since Pr[d23 = 0 | d12 = x] = negl(λ) by correctness of the scheme,
and the second term is negligible since x is the smallest value for which Pr[d12 = x] is non-negligible.
c
By assumption, D13 ≈ D12 , so it must be the case that Pr[d12 = x] ≤ Pr[d13 = x]+negl(λ) = negl(λ),
which contradicts the assumption that Pr[d12 = x] is non-negligible.
Lemma 6.4. Let M 0 ≤ M be such that Pr[d12 ≤ M 0 ] = 1 − negl(λ). Then, Pr[d12 > M 0 /2] =
negl(λ).
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that Pr[d12 > M 0 /2] = ε1 for some non-negligible ε1 . By the law
of total probability,
Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2] = Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 ≤ M 0 /2] · Pr[d12 ≤ M 0 /2]
+ Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 > M 0 /2] · Pr[d12 > M 0 /2]
at least 0

z
}|
{
= (1 − ε1 ) Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 ≤ M 0 /2] +ε1 Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 > M 0 /2]

(6.1)

c

By assumption Pr[d12 > M 0 ] = negl(λ), and since D13 ≈ D12 , it follows that Pr[d13 > M 0 ] = negl(λ).
Since d13 > M 0 with negligible probability, and d12 > M 0 /2 with non-negligible probability ε1 , and
d13 = d12 + d23 , it must be the case that Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 > M 0 /2] = 1 − negl(λ). We conclude
from Eq. (6.1) that
Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2] ≥ ε1 Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 > M 0 /2]
= ε1 − negl(λ).
Next, we use the fact that d13 ≤ M 0 /2 only if d12 ≤ M 0 /2 and d23 ≤ M 0 /2. Let ε2 = Pr[d13 ≤ M 0 /2].
Then,
ε2 ≤ Pr[d12 ≤ M 0 /2] · Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 ≤ M 0 /2]
= (1 − ε1 ) · Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 ≤ M 0 /2].

(6.2)

Substituting Eq. (6.2) into Eq. (6.1), we have that
equal to ε1 −negl(λ)

at least ε2

Pr[d23

z
}|
{ z
}|
{
≤ M 0 /2] = (1 − ε1 ) Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 ≤ M 0 /2] + ε1 Pr[d23 ≤ M 0 /2 | d12 > M 0 /2]
≥ ε1 + ε2 − negl(λ).
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c

Again using the fact that D13 ≈ D23 , we conclude that Pr[d13 ≤ M 0 /2] ≥ ε1 + ε2 − negl(λ). By
definition, ε2 = Pr[d13 ≤ M 0 /2], so we obtain the relation ε2 ≥ ε1 + ε2 − negl(λ). By assumption,
ε1 is non-negligible, so this is impossible. The claim follows.
The theorem now follows by a straightforward invocation of Lemma 6.3 and 6.4. Let ΠOPE be
c
an IND-OCPA secure OPE scheme with ciphertext space [M ] where M = 2λ for some c ∈ N.
In other words, log M = λc = poly(λ). Define M0 = M and for i ∈ [λc ], set Mi = M/2i . By
assumption, Pr[d12 ≤ M ] = 1, so invoking Lemma 6.4, Pr[d12 > M/2] = negl(λ). This means that
Pr[d12 ≤ M1 ] = 1 − negl(λ). We can now inductively apply Lemma 6.4 (a polynomial number
of times) to conclude that Pr[d12 ≤ Mλc ] = 1 − negl(λ). However, if ΠOPE is IND-OCPA secure,
c
then invoking Lemma 6.3, we require that Mλc = 2ω(log λ) . But Mλc = M/2λ = O(1), so this is
impossible. The claim follows.
Upper bound for OPE schemes. We now give an explicit construction of a stateless OPE
scheme for a 3-message plaintext space that achieves best-possible security and whose ciphertext
ω(log λ)
space has size 22
. This matches the lower bound from Theorem 6.2.
f (λ)+1
Take any function f (·) where f (λ) = ω(log λ), and set M = 22
. The ciphertext space in
our scheme will be [M ]. Let ΠOPE = (OPE.Setup, OPE.Encrypt) be an OPE scheme with plaintext
space {1, 2, 3}, where the algorithms are given as follows:
• OPE.Setup(1λ ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup algorithm chooses a value
r
z←
− [M ], and δ ← [2f (λ) ]. It outputs the secret key sk = (z, δ).
• OPE.Encrypt(sk, x): On input a secret key sk = (z, ∆) and a message x ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the
encryption algorithm writes x as x = 2 + i for some i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and computes y = z + i · 2δ .
The algorithm outputs y if y ∈ [M ], and ⊥ otherwise.
Correctness. Since the offset 2δ is always positive, it suffices to argue that OPE.Encrypt(sk, x)
f (λ)
does not output ⊥ with overwhelming probability. By construction, 2δ ≤ 22 . Therefore, the
f
(λ)
quantity z − 2δ is less than 1 only in cases where z ≤ 22 . But this happens with probability
f (λ)
f (λ)+1
f (λ)
f (λ)+1
22 /22
= 1/22
= negl(λ). Similarly, z + 2δ is greater than 22
only in cases where
f (λ)+1
f (λ)
f (λ)
2
2
2
z≥2
−2
, which again happens with probability 1/2
= negl(λ). Thus, correctness
holds with overwhelming probability.
Security. For i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, define the random variable yi = OPE.Encrypt(sk, i), and let Di be the
distribution of yi taken over the randomness used to sample sk. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, let Dij be the
s
distribution of yj − yi . First, we argue that for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, Di ≈ Unif([M ]). By construction,
s
D2 ≡ Unif([M ]). To show D1 ≈ Unif([M ]), we examine the quantity Pr[y1 = t] for t ∈ [M ]. Since δ
is uniform over 2f (λ) , we have that
Pr[y1 = t] =
=

1
2f (λ)
1
2f (λ)

X

Pr[y1 = t | δ = δ 0 ]

δ 0 ∈[2f (λ) ]

X
δ 0 ∈[2f (λ) ]

22

0

Pr[z = t + 2δ ].

0

0

If t + 2δ ≤ M , then by the fact that z is uniform over [M ], Pr[z = t + 2δ ] = 1/M . Thus, for all
f (λ)
t ≤ M − 22 , Pr[y1 = t] = 1/M . More generally, we have for all t ∈ [M ], Pr[y1 = t] ≤ 1/M . The
statistical distance between D1 and Unif([M ]) can then be bounded as follows:
X
t∈[M ]

Pr[y1 = t] −

1
=
M

X
M −22

≤

2

f (λ)

2f (λ)

M

Pr[y1 = t] −

1
M

<t≤M
f (λ)

+

22
M

= negl(λ),
s

where we used the triangle inequality in the second line. A similar argument shows that D3 ≈
Unif([M ]).
s
the proof, we argue that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, Dij ≈ Unif(Sλ ), where Sλ =
n To conclude o
f (λ)

21 , 22 , . . . , 22

construction, D13

. By construction, D12 ≡ Unif(Sλ ) ≡ D23 , so it suffices to consider D13 . By
n
o
f (λ)
≡ Unif(Sλ0 ) where Sλ0 = 22 , 23 , . . . , 22 +1 . Since |Sλ | = 2f (λ) = |Sλ0 |, the

statistical distance between Unif(Sλ ) and Unif(Sλ0 ) is 2/2f (λ) = negl(λ).

7

Experimental Evaluation

To assess the practicality of our order-revealing encryption scheme from Section 4, we give a
full implementation of our scheme and measure its performance on a wide range of parameter
settings. We then compare the performance against the Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09] OPE scheme
and the Chenette et al. [CLWW16] ORE scheme. In our implementation, we use the technique from
Remark 3.1 to shrink the ciphertexts.
Instantiating primitives. Our implementation is entirely written in C. We operate at 128-bits
of security (λ = 128). We instantiate the PRF with AES-128. To construct a PRP on 2d-bit
domains (for d < 128), we use a 3-round Feistel network using a PRF on d-bit inputs [LR88]. In our
experiments, we only consider d < 128, and thus, can instantiate the PRF using AES (where the
d-bit input is padded to 128-bits). For the random oracle, we consider two candidate constructions.
In the first, we use SHA-256, a standard cryptographic hash function commonly modeled as a
random oracle.
For our second instantiation of the random oracle, we use an AES-based construction. This allows
us to leverage the AES-NI instruction set for hardware-accelerated evaluation of AES. Recall from
Section 4 that our construction requires a random oracle mapping from a domain {0, 1}2λ = {0, 1}256
to Z2 (after applying the modification from Remark 3.1). On an input (k, x) ∈ {0, 1}128 × {0, 1}128 ,
we take the output of the random oracle to be the least significant bit of AES(k, x). Certainly, if we
model AES as an ideal cipher, then this construction implements a random oracle. We note that
modeling AES as an idealized object such as a random permutation or an ideal cipher has been
used in many other recent works such as constructing efficient garbling schemes [BHKR13] or the
Simpira family of permutations [GM16].
In our implementation, we use the OpenSSL [The03] implementations of AES and SHA-256
as well as the GMP [Gt12] library for big integer arithmetic. Our full implementation contains
approximately 750 lines of code. For our implementation of Boldyreva et al.’s OPE scheme, we use
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the C++ implementation from CryptDB [PRZB11],8 and for our implementation of Chenette et al.’s
ORE scheme, we use the C implementation FastORE.9 In our benchmarks, we substitute AES
for HMAC as the underlying PRF used in the FastORE library. We believe this provides a more
balanced comparison of the performance tradeoffs between the Chenette et al. scheme and our new
ORE scheme.
Benchmarks and evaluation. We run all of our experiments on a laptop running Ubuntu 14.04
with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU (Haswell microarchitecture) and 16 GB of RAM. Although our
encryption algorithm is easily parallelizable, we do not leverage parallelism in our benchmarks.
The processor supports the AES-NI instruction set, hence our decision to base as many primitives
as possible on AES. Our micro-benchmarks for encrypting and comparing 32-bit integers are
summarized in Table 1. In Figure 1, we compare the cost of encryption for the different schemes
across different-sized message spaces.
From Table 1, the time needed to compare two ORE ciphertexts is similar to the time needed
to compare two integers (in the OPE setting). Thus, while it is the case that deploying ORE in
encrypted database systems would require implementing a custom comparator in the database
management system, in practice, this incurs a very small computational overhead.
Compared to OPE, our new ORE scheme is significantly faster. For instance, when processing
byte-size blocks, encrypting a single 32-bit value requires just over 50 µs of computation and is over
65 times faster compared to vanilla OPE. Even our SHA-256-based implementation is about 10x
faster compared to OPE. Moreover, as shown in [CLWW16, Remark 2.6 and §4], an ORE scheme
which leaks the first bit that differs between two encrypted messages is provably more secure than
any OPE scheme which behaves like a truly random order-preserving function. Since our new ORE
scheme leaks strictly less information than the Chenette et al. scheme, we conclude that our new
ORE scheme is both more secure and faster compared to OPE schemes. Of course, when compared
to the bit-by-bit construction of [CLWW16], our new ORE scheme is much slower. However, in
exchange, our new ORE scheme confers stronger security as well as lends itself nicely towards a
range query system that provides robustness against inference attacks.
One of the main limitations of our new ORE scheme is the increase in the ciphertext size. Both
OPE and the Chenette et al. ORE schemes are able to achieve ciphertexts where the overhead is an
additive or (small) multiplicative factor in the length of the messages. In our setting, because our
main construction relies critically on a small-domain ORE scheme that offers best-possible security,
and the existing small-domain ORE scheme have ciphertexts that grow linearly in the size of the
message space, the size of the ciphertexts in our composed scheme grows quickly in the block size.
Nonetheless, when encrypting byte-by-byte, encrypting a 32-bit integer requires just 224 bytes,
which is quite modest for many practical applications. An interesting direction for future work is
to construct a more compact small-domain ORE with best-possible security. Such a construction
can be extended to a large-domain ORE with shorter ciphertexts by applying our techniques from
Section 4.
8
9

https://github.com/CryptDB/cryptdb
https://github.com/kevinlewi/fastore
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Scheme

d

Encrypt

Compare

|ct|

Boldyreva et al. OPE [BCLO09]

–

3601.82 µs

0.36 µs

8 bytes

(Hard to quantify)

Chenette et al. ORE [CLWW16]

1

2.06 µs

0.48 µs

8 bytes

First bit that differs

Our ORE scheme (RO: SHA-256)

4
8
12

54.48 µs
361.04 µs
4370.64 µs

0.38 µs
0.98 µs
3.20 µs

192 bytes
224 bytes
1612 bytes

First block of d-bits
that differs

Our ORE scheme (RO: AES)

4
8
12

16.50 µs
54.87 µs
721.37 µs

0.31 µs
0.63 µs
2.61 µs

192 bytes
224 bytes
1612 bytes

First block of d-bits
that differs

Leakage

Table 1: Performance comparison between our ORE scheme from Section 4 and existing OPE and
ORE schemes. We consider two variants of our scheme: one where the random oracle is instantiated
using an AES-based construction and one where the random oracle is instantiated with SHA-256.
We describe these two instantiations in greater detail in Section 7. In these benchmarks, we use a
32-bit plaintext space, and measure the time needed to encrypt a (randomly chosen) message and
the time needed to compare two ciphertexts. The parameter d is the block size (in bits) in our ORE
scheme. Our micro-benchmarks are averaged over 50–107 iterations (the precise number is adjusted
based on the approximate runtime of the algorithm).

8

Related Work

In this section, we survey some of the literature on order-revealing and order-preserving encryption,
as well as the existing work on searching over encrypted data.
OPE and ORE. The concept of order-preserving encryption was first introduced by Agrawal,
Kiernan, Srikant, and Xu [AKSX04], who explored the application of OPE for performing encrypted database queries. The first explicit OPE construction was formalized in the seminal
work of Boldyreva et al. [BCLO09], and has subsequently been expanded on in a multitude of
works [BCO11, PR12, PLZ13, TYM14, KS14, Ker15, MCO+ 15, RACY15, BPP16]. Some of these
works [BCO11, TYM14] have focused on exploring the security properties of order-preserving encryption. Others [PLZ13, KS14, Ker15, RACY15, BPP16] have considered stateful or interactive OPE
solutions which avoid both the lower bounds in [BCLO09, BCO11, PLZ13] as well as our strengthened lower bound from Section 6. However, synchronizing state and coordinating multi-round
interactions in distributed, large-scale execution environments is often difficult, and consequently,
nearly all existing OPE deployments (e.g., SkyHigh Networks, CipherCloud) use stateless variants of
OPE for sorting and filtering on encrypted data. Numerous ad hoc OPE schemes [BHF09, KAK10]
have also been proposed in recent years, but they often lack a formal security analysis.
The notion of order-revealing encryption was first introduced by Boneh et al. [BLR+ 15], who
gave a construction from multilinear maps that satisfies best-possible security. More generally,
ORE is a special case of multi-input functional encryption (MIFE) [GGG+ 14]. To date, the
only constructions of general-purpose MIFE rely on heavy primitives such as indistinguishability
obfuscation [BGI+ 12, GGH+ 13b] and are far too inefficient to deploy. Chenette et al. [CLWW16]
recently proposed an efficient ORE scheme, which we improve upon and generalize in our work.
In the small-domain setting, it is possible to construct ORE from either symmetric or public-key
encryption [AJ15, BKS15] or bilinear maps [KLM+ 16], but these constructions are far less efficient
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Figure 1: Performance comparison between our ORE scheme (Section 4) and existing OPE and
ORE schemes. We use a fixed base representation d = 8 for our ORE scheme in these experiments.
The two variants of our scheme, labeled SHA and AES, refer to how we instantiate the random
oracle in our construction.
compared to our small-domain ORE from Section 3, which just relies on PRFs.
Concurrent work on ORE. Concurrent to this work, Joye and Passelégue [JP16] also construct
a small-domain ORE scheme with best-possible security from one-way functions. Ciphertexts in
their scheme are asymptotically longer that those in our scheme (by a multiplicative factor Ω(log N )
where N is the size of the plaintext space), but at the same time, their construction achieves
simulation security without random oracles. In addition, they construct an ORE scheme (with
leakage) from the decisional linear (DLIN) assumption over bilinear groups. The leakage of their
scheme is incomparable to that of our new PRF-based ORE scheme from Section 4.
In another concurrent work, Cash, Liu, O’Neill, and Zhang [CLOZ16] give a pairing-based
construction of an order-revealing encryption scheme that achieves strictly stronger security than
the Chenette et al. construction. Their construction combines the bit-by-bit (or block-by-block)
encryption approach of Chenette et al. with a novel property-preserving hash function to perform
the comparisons. Their use of the property-preserving hash function enables hiding of the position
of the first differing bit (or block). The resulting leakage of their scheme is whether two ciphertexts
differ from a third ciphertext in the same bit (or block) position. Cash et al. instantiate the
property-preserving hash function using the symmetric external Diffie-Hellman (SXDH) assumption
over bilinear groups. While the leakage of their construction strictly improves upon both the work
of Chenette et al. as well as this work (when looking at their blockwise generalization), ciphertexts
in their construction are significantly longer (by a multiplicative factor that grows linearly in
the security parameter λ). The reliance on pairings also render their scheme less competitive in
terms of practical efficiency compared to solutions that only require simple symmetric primitives.
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Nonetheless, the Joye-Passelégue and the Cash-Liu-O’Neill-Zhang constructions both represent
important advancements in the study of efficient ORE constructions with limited leakage.
Searching on encrypted data. Numerous techniques, such as searchable symmetric encryption
(SSE) [SWP00, CGKO06, CK10], property-preserving encryption (PPE) [BCLO09, PR12, CD15],
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [Gen09], oblivious RAMs (ORAM) [GO96], hidden vector
encryption [BW07] and others have been proposed for tackling the general problem of searching
and querying on encrypted data. While tools such as FHE or ORAM can be used for searching
on encrypted data [BGH+ 13, YSK+ 13], these methods are prohibitively expensive for nearly all
real-world deployments. On the more practical side, numerous SSE schemes [SWP00, Goh03, CM05,
CGKO06, CK10, JJK+ 13, NPG14] have been proposed in the last 15 years, but these past works
are limited to exact keyword searches, and generally do not handle the efficient computation of
complex queries (such as range queries) over encrypted data. More recently, several works [CJJ+ 13,
CJJ+ 14, PKV+ 14, FJK+ 15] describe constructions of SSE schemes that are able to handle more
expressive queries. We survey these works below.
Cash et al. [CJJ+ 13] give the first SSE scheme that supports Boolean queries (in time sublinear
in the size of the database) with a small amount of leakage and security from the decisional DiffieHellman (DDH) assumption. Subsequently, Cash et al. [CJJ+ 14] extend the construction to allow
for updates to the encrypted database as well as support multiple, potentially dishonest clients.
Handling updates requires the client to maintain a small amount of state (or requires additional
rounds of communication and leads to increased leakage). Boolean queries alone, however, do
not suffice for range queries, so in another follow-up work, Faber et al. [FJK+ 15] show how the
Cash et al. SSE scheme can be leveraged for range queries. Their resulting construction leaks some
additional information about the database contents, namely the number of values that fall into
certain subintervals within the requested range. Moreover, due to the use of universal covers, the
size of the server’s response set to a range query may be up to 66% larger than the size of the true
response set. We do not know of any existing SSE scheme that can efficiently support range queries
with optimal (minimal) leakage.
Concurrent to the work of Cash et al., Pappas et al. [PKV+ 14] introduce BlindSeer, a private
database management system that can support a wide-range of queries in sublinear time over an
encrypted database. Their construction leverages generic two-party computation tools such as Yao’s
garbled circuits [Yao82], and their construction provides security in the semi-honest model.
Comparison to our techniques. To conclude, we highlight some of the key differences between
existing SSE methods and our ORE-based construction for implementing range queries over an
encrypted database:
• Like other PPE-based constructions, our ORE-based construction integrates well with existing
database management systems—we just need to implement a custom comparator. With SSE,
we would have to deploy a new, and oftentimes, complex database management system. This
lacks legacy compatibility, which is a barrier to deployment in existing systems. Our approach
provides a fast, simple, and direct solution for supporting range queries on encrypted data
without requiring significant infrastructural changes.
• We explicitly model and analyze the leakage of our range query protocol assuming adaptive
updates to the database.
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• Our construction only requires symmetric primitives and does not require more expensive
primitives such as public-key cryptography or oblivious transfer.

9

Conclusions

In this work, we gave two new constructions of order-revealing encryption schemes that rely only on
symmetric primitives. Both of our constructions fit naturally into the left/right model for ORE
(Section 1.1) and have the appealing property that in isolation, right ciphertexts are semantically
secure. We leveraged this property to build an efficient range query protocol that is robust against
inference attacks. Thus, our work shows that it is possible to leverage property-preserving encryption
for searching on encrypted data while resisting offline inference attacks. As part of our analysis into
the security of OPE and ORE, we also strengthen the lower bound on OPE schemes and show that
there are no efficient OPE schemes on any message space containing at least three messages. To
conclude, we present several interesting directions for future study:
• Can we construct a practical small-domain ORE with best-possible security and ciphertext
length that is sublinear in the size of the message space? Such an ORE scheme can be combined
with our domain-extension technique from Section 4 to obtain an ORE scheme with shorter
ciphertexts or increased security (by allowing for larger block sizes).
• Can we construct a left/right ORE scheme (with similar or less leakage) from simple primitives
where both the left ciphertexts and the right ciphertexts are semantically secure when taken
in isolation? In our constructions from Sections 3 and 4, the left ciphertexts are deterministic
and do not satisfy this property. The only ORE constructions that achieve semantic security
for both left and right ciphertexts require multilinear maps [BLR+ 15] or indistinguishability
obfuscation [GGG+ 14]. Concurrently with this work, both Joye and Passelégue [JP16] as well
as Cash et al. [CLOZ16] proposed pairing-based constructions of ORE with limited leakage
where the ciphertexts can be decomposed into left/right components such that the components
are themselves semantically secure. It still remains an open question whether such a scheme
can be constructed using weaker primitives.
• Can we strengthen our OPE lower bound to show that no OPE scheme can satisfy best-possible
security even if they are stateful or interactive? Popa et al. [PLZ13] previously showed that
even if we allow for state and interaction, the size of the ciphertext space must be exponential
in the size of the plaintext space. However, their lower bound does not rule out the possibility
of a stateful or interactive OPE scheme with best-possible security for small domains.
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A

Proof of Theorem 3.3

Let A = (A1 , . . . , Aq ) where q = poly(λ) be an efficient adversary for the ORE security game
(Definition 2.2). To show security, we construct an efficient simulator S = (S0 , . . . , Sq ) such that the
ore
two distributions REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,Lcmp (λ) are computationally indistinguishable.
Description of the simulator. We begin by describing the simulator S. In the security proof,
we model H as a random oracle. Thus, in the ideal experiment, the simulator is also responsible for
answering queries to the random oracle. First, on input the security parameter 1λ , the simulator
algorithm S0 initializes the following tables which will be used to ensure consistency throughout the
simulation:
• The table Tro : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → Z3 used to maintain the input-output mappings for the
random oracle.
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• The table Tkeys : {0, 1}λ → [q] × [N ] used to maintain the mapping between keys to the
corresponding message index and the permuted index of the message.
Both tables are initially empty at the beginning of the simulation. The simulator’s initial state stS
consists of the tuple (Tkeys , Tro ). Then, for each t ∈ [q], after the adversary outputs a query mt ,
the simulation algorithm St is invoked on input stS and the leakage function Lcmp (m1 , . . . , mt ). In
(i)
(i) 
the following, we write ct(i) = ctL , ctR to denote the simulator’s response in the ith query. We
also assume that the simulator’s state includes the ciphertexts ct(i) for all previous queries i < t.
We now describe how St responds to the tth query.
Simulating the left ciphertexts. We first show how St constructs the ciphertext components
(t)
ctL . There are two cases:
(t)

(i)

• Suppose for some i < t, cmp(mi , mt ) = 0. Then, the simulator sets ctL = ctL .
• Suppose for all i < t, cmp(mi , mt ) 6= 0. Define S ⊂ [N ] to be the set of indices β ∈ [N ]
for which there exists a mapping k 7→ (α, β) in Tkeys for some key k ∈ {0, 1}λ and message
r
index α ∈ [q]. Then the simulator chooses a random key k ←
− {0, 1}λ and a random index
r
j←
− [N ] \ S. It then checks to see if there is a mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ for some r ∈ {0, 1}λ and
(t)
ρ ∈ Z3 in Tro . If so, St aborts the simulation and outputs ⊥1 . Otherwise, it sets ctL = (k, j),
and adds the mapping k 7→ (t, j) to Tkeys .
(t)

Finally, if the simulator does not abort, it outputs the left ciphertext ctL and an updated state.
Simulating the right ciphertexts. For the right ciphertexts, the simulator St first samples a
r
nonce r̄t ←
− {0, 1}λ . It then checks to see if there is already a mapping of the form (k, r̄t ) 7→ ρ in
Tro for some k ∈ {0, 1}λ and ρ ∈ Z3 . If so, St aborts the simulation and outputs ⊥2 . Otherwise,
(t) r
(t)
(t)
(t)
for i ∈ [N ], it samples v̄i ←
− Z3 , sets ctR = (r̄t , v̄1 , . . . , v̄N ), and outputs the ciphertext
(t)
(t)
ct(t) = (ctL , ctR ) as well as an updated state.
Simulating the random oracle queries. To conclude the description of S, we describe how it
simulates the random oracle queries. Let t ≤ q be the number of encryption queries the adversary
has made so far. Then, on an input (k, r), the simulator responds as follows:
• If there is a mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ in Tro , then the simulator replies with ρ̄.
• If there is a mapping k 7→ (α, β) in Tkeys for some α ∈ [q] and β ∈ [N ] and r = r̄j for some
(j)
j ∈ [t], then the simulator sets ρ̄ = v̄β − cmp(mα , mj ), adds the mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ to Tro ,
and replies with ρ̄.
• If there is no mapping k 7→ (α, β) in Tkeys for any α ∈ [q] and β ∈ [N ], or r 6= r̄j for all j ∈ [t],
r
then the simulator chooses ρ̄ ←
− Z3 , adds the mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ to Tro , and replies with ρ̄.
Correctness of the simulation. To conclude the proof, we now show that the real and ideal
ore
experiments REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,Lcmp (λ) are computationally indistinguishable. We begin by
defining a series of hybrid experiments:
• Hybrid H0 : This is the real experiment REALore
A (λ) (Definition 2.2).
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• Hybrid H1 : Same as H0 , except the PRF F (k, ·) is replaced by a truly random function f
from {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ .
• Hybrid H2 : Same as H1 , except the experiment aborts (with output ⊥1 or ⊥2 ) if one of the
following events occur:
– The adversary queries H on an input of the form (f (π(m)), ·) before it issues an encryption
query for the message m. In this case, the experiment outputs ⊥1 .
– The adversary queries H on an input of the form (·, rj ) before it makes its j th encryption
query. Here, rj is the randomness the challenger samples when responding to the j th
encryption query. In this case, the experiment outputs ⊥2 .
• Hybrid H3 : This is the ideal experiment SIMore
A,S,Lcmp (λ). (Definition 2.2).
We now argue that each consecutive pair of hybrid experiments are computationally indistinguishable.
Lemma A.1. Hybrid H0 and H1 are computationally indistinguishable if F is a secure PRF.
Proof. Follows immediately from PRF security.
Lemma A.2. Hybrids H1 and H2 are statistically indistinguishable if H is modeled as a random
oracle.
Proof. For each of the two abort events in H2 , we argue that the probability of the event occurring
is negligible.
• Case 1: The experiment outputs ⊥1 . Suppose the adversary has not issued an encryption
query for a message m ∈ [N ]. We argue that in this case, the adversary’s view in the experiment
is independent of f (π(m)). Consider the ciphertext ct0 = (ct0L , ct0R ) the adversary obtains when
it requests an encryption of some message m0 =
6 m. Then, ct0L = (f (π(m0 )), π(m0 )). Since π
is a permutation, π(m0 ) 6= π(m). Next, because f is a truly random function, f (π(m0 )) is
independent of f (π(m)). We conclude that the components of ct0L are distributed independently
of f (π(m)).
0 ). Since r 0 is sampled uniformly at random from {0, 1}λ , it is
Consider now ct0R = (r0 , v10 , . . . , vN
distributed independently of f (π(m)). Next, for all i ∈ [N ], vi = cmp(π −1 (i), m0 ) + H(f (i), r0 ).
The value of cmp(π −1 (i), m0 ) is independent of the function f . Similarly, the output of the
random oracle on (f (i), r0 ) is independent of its input, and thus, independent of f (π(m)).
Thus, the components of ct0R are distributed independently of f (π(m)).

Finally, the responses from the random oracle are distributed independently of f . We thus
conclude that unless the adversary requests for an encryption of m, its view in hybrid H1 is
distributed independently of f (π(m)). Now, let z1 , . . . , z` for ` = poly(λ) be the adversary’s
queries to the random oracle before it requests for an encryption of m. By our argument above,
each zi must be chosen independently of f (π(m)). Since f is a truly random function, the
probability that there is some i such that zi = (f (π(m)), y) for any y is at most `/2λ = negl(λ).
We conclude that H2 outputs ⊥1 with negligible probability.
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• Case 2: The experiment outputs ⊥2 . Let z1 , . . . , z` for ` = poly(λ) be the random oracle
queries the adversary makes before making its j th encryption query. When responding to
r
the j th encryption query, the challenger in H2 samples rj ←
− {0, 1}λ . In particular, rj is
independent of z1 , . . . , z` , and so the probability that there is some i such that zi = (x, rj ) for
any x is at most `/2λ = negl(λ). We conclude that H2 outputs ⊥2 with negligible probability,
and the claim follows.
Lemma A.3. Hybrid H2 and H3 are statistically indistinguishable if H is modeled as a random
oracle.
Proof. Let (ct1 , . . . , ctq ) be the joint distribution of the ciphertexts output in H2 and let (ct1 , . . . , ctq )
be the joint distribution of the ciphertexts output in H3 . We show that these two distributions are
statistically indistinguishable, and moreover, that the outputs of the random oracle are properly
simulated in H3 . Let m1 , . . . , mq be the messages chosen by the adversary in H2 and H3 . In the
simulation, the table Tkeys is used to maintain the mapping between keys to the message indices
and the permuted positions of the messages. The proof proceeds via induction on the number of
queries q. In the inductive step, we assume that the following conditions hold for some t < q:
s

• (ct1 , . . . , ctt ) ≈ (ct1 , . . . , ctt ).
• The outputs of the random oracle prior to the (t + 1)th query are statistically indistinguishable
in H2 and H3 .
Consider the base case where t = 0. It suffices to argue that all of the random oracle queries are
simulated properly in H3 . Suppose the adversary queries the random oracle H on an input (k, r).
Without loss of generality, we can assume that each of the adversary’s queries to the random oracle
is unique (the random oracle responds consistently if an input is queried multiple times). Since the
table Tkeys is initially empty, the simulator in H3 always replies with a uniform random element of
Z3 in this case. In H2 , the outputs of the random oracle are distributed uniformly and independently
in Z3 , assuming that k 6= f (i) for any i ∈ [N ] (otherwise, the experiment aborts with output ⊥1 ).
However, as shown in the proof of Lemma A.2, the probability (taken over the randomness used to
sample f ) that k = f (i) for i ∈ [N ] is negligible, and so we conclude that the outputs of the random
oracle in H2 and H3 are statistically indistinguishable.
For the inductive step, suppose that both conditions outlined above hold for some t < q. We
show that both conditions continue to hold for t + 1. We begin with some notation. For all j ∈ [t],
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j)
we write ctj = ctL , ctR and similarly, ctj = ctL , ctR , where ctL = (kj , hj ), ctL = (k̄j , h̄j ),
(j)
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j)
(j) 
ctR = rj , v1 , . . . , vN , and ctR = r̄j , v̄1 , . . . , v̄N . We now argue that the responses to the
random oracle queries the adversary makes between its tth and (t + 1)th encryption query are
statistically indistinguishable in H2 and H3 . Let (k, r) be the adversary’s query to the random oracle.
We consider several possibilities:
• Suppose k = ki and r = rj for some i, j ∈ [t]. If there are multiple indices i where k = ki ,
consider the smallest such i. In hybrid H2 , we have that H(k, r) satisfies the relation
(j)

vhi = cmp(mi , mj ) + H(k, r).
By construction in H3 , if k = k̄i , the simulator must have added the mapping k̄i 7→ (i, h̄i ) to
Tkeys in response to the ith encryption query (here, we rely on the fact that i is the smallest
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such i such that k = k̄i ). In this case then, the simulator responds with ρ̄ as follows:
(j)

ρ̄ = v̄h̄ − cmp(mi , mj ).
i

(i)

(i)

By the inductive hypothesis, ctL ≡ ctL , so the simulator’s response is identically distributed
as the outputs of the random oracle in H2 .
• Suppose k 6= ki for all i ∈ [t]. In H3 , the simulator always responds with a uniformly random
value in Z3 . In H2 , there are two possibilities. If k = f (j) for some j ∈ [N ], then the
experiment aborts (with output ⊥1 ) because the adversary must not have issued an encryption
query for π −1 (j). However, as argued in the proof of Lemma A.2, the probability that k 6= ki
for all i ∈ [t], but k = f (j) for some j ∈ [N ] is negligible. Thus, with overwhelming probability,
in hybrid H2 , k 6= f (j) for all j ∈ [N ]. Then, the value H(k, r) is distributed uniformly and
independently of all other components of the adversary’s view. Specifically, because k 6= ki
for all i ∈ [t], the value H(k, r) is distributed independently of the ciphertexts ct1 , . . . , ctt .
Moreover, the outputs of the random oracle are all distributed uniformly and independently,
so we conclude that the distribution of H(k, r) given the adversary’s view in H2 is uniform
over Z3 . This is precisely the distribution from which the simulator samples the value of
H(k, r) in H3 . We conclude that the random oracle outputs are statistically indistinguishable
in H2 and H3 .
• Finally, suppose that k = ki for some i ∈ [t], but r 6= rj for all j ∈ [t]. Similar to the previous
case, in hybrid H2 , the value H(k, r) is distributed uniformly and independently of all other
components of the adversary’s view. Thus, conditioned on the adversary’s view, the value
H(k, r) is uniform over Z3 . This is precisely how S samples the random oracle output in H3 ,
so in this case, the responses in H2 and H3 are identically distributed.
Next, we show that the conditional distribution of ctt+1 given ct1 , . . . , ctt is statistically indistinguishable from the conditional distribution of ctt+1 given ct1 , . . . , ctt . Let mt+1 be the adversary’s (t + 1)th
(t+1)
encryption query. First, we show that the conditional distribution of the left ciphertexts ctL
and
(t+1)
(t+1)
ctL
is statistically indistinguishable. In hybrid H2 , ctL
= (kt+1 , ht+1 ) = (f (π(mt+1 )), π(mt+1 )).
We consider two possibilities:
(t+1)

(`)

• If mt+1 = m` for some ` ∈ [t], then ctL
= ctL in H2 . Since mt+1 = m` , then
(t+1)
(`)
cmp(mt+1 , m` ) = 0, so ctL
= ctL . The claim then follows by the induction hypothesis.
• If mt+1 =
6 m` for some ` ∈ [t], then conditioned on the adversary’s view after its first t
queries, we argue that ht+1 = π(mt+1 ) is uniform over the set [N ] \ {h1 , . . . , ht }, where by
(1)
(t)
definition, hi = π(mi ) for all i ∈ [t]. To see this, we first note that ctL , . . . , ctL can be
written entirely as a function that only depends on π(m1 ), . . . , π(mt ). Certainly, the outputs
of the random oracle are completely independent of π. Consider then the right ciphertext
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
ctR = (ri , v1 , . . . , vn ) for some i ∈ [t]. For all j ∈
/ {π(m1 ), . . . , π(mt )}, vj is blinded by
H(f (j), ri ). Moreover, in H2 , the adversary will never have queried H on (f (j), ri ) prior
to making its (t + 1)th query (otherwise, the experiment aborts with output ⊥1 ). Thus,
(i)
vj is uniformly distributed for all j ∈
/ {π(m1 ), . . . , π(mt )}. In particular, this means that
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(i)

conditioned on the view of the adversary, the values of the right ciphertexts ctR for i ∈ [t]
only depend on π(m1 ), . . . , π(mt ). Since the permutation π is sampled uniformly, we conclude
that given the output of the first t encryption queries, the value of π(mt+1 ) is still distributed
uniformly in [N ] \ {π(m1 ), . . . , π(mt )}. Similarly, by the same argument as that given in the
proof of Lemma A.2, the value of f (π(mt+1 )) is independent of the adversary’s view prior
to its (t + 1)th encryption query. Thus, in H2 , given the adversary’s view up to the (t + 1)th
(t+1)
query, the left ciphertext ctL
= (kt+1 , ht+1 ) is uniform over {0, 1}λ × ([N ] \ {h1 , . . . , ht }). In
λ
H3 , the simulator St+1 samples
 k̄t+1 uniformly at random from {0, 1} and h̄t+1 uniformly at
random from the set [N ] \ h̄1 , . . . , h̄t . Invoking the inductive hypothesis, we conclude that
(t+1)

(t+1)

the conditional distributions of ctL
and ctL
experiments are statistically indistinguishable.

given the adversary’s view in the respective
(t+1)

Finally, we show that the conditional distributions of the right ciphertext components ctR
and
(t+1)
ctR
are statistically indistinguishable. Certainly, rt+1 and r̄t+1 are identically distributed. Next, in
H2 , if the adversary has already queried the random oracle on the input (x, rt+1 ) for any x ∈ {0, 1}λ ,
then the experiment aborts with output ⊥2 . Equivalently, if the adversary queries the random oracle
on an input (x, r̄t+1 ) in H3 , the experiment also aborts (with the same output ⊥2 ). In H2 , each vi is
blinded by the value H(f (i), rt+1 ), and since the adversary has not queried H(f (i), rt+1 ) before seeing
(i)
(i)
ct(t+1) , the components v1 , . . . , vN are distributed uniformly and independently over Z3 to the
(t+1)
(t+1)
adversary in H2 . This is precisely the distribution from which the simulator samples v̄1
, . . . , v̄N
in H3 . Thus, conditioned on the adversary’s view in the experiment, the distributions of the right
ciphertexts in Hybrids H2 and H3 are statistically indistinguishable. Lemma A.3 then follows by
induction on t.
(s)

Combining Lemmas A.1 through A.3, we conclude that Πore is secure with the best-possible leakage
function Lcmp .

B

Proof of Theorem 4.1

Let A = (A1 , . . . , Aq ) where q = poly(λ) be an efficient adversary for the ORE security game
(Definition 2.2). We construct an efficient simulator S = (S0 , . . . , Sq ) such that the two distributions
ore
REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,Lblk (λ) are computationally indistinguishable.

B.1

Description of the Simulator

We begin by describing the simulator S. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 (Appendix A), we model
H as a random oracle. Recall that the inputs to the encryption scheme are written in base d. First,
on input the security parameter 1λ , the simulator S0 maintains the following tables and sets which
will be used to ensure consistency throughout the simulation:
• The table Tro : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → Z3 , used to maintain the input-output mappings to the
random oracle.
• The collection of tables Tkeys [j, s] : {0, 1}λ → [q] × [d], for each j ∈ [q] and s ∈ [n] used to
maintain mappings of keys k ∈ {0, 1}λ to tuples containing a message index associated with k,
along with the (permuted) position within the block associated with the key k.
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• The collection of sets Sj,s ⊂ [d], for each j ∈ [q] and s ∈ [n], used to lazily sample the random
permutations for each block. Each of these sets Sj,s will always be a subset of [d].
The simulator’s initial state stS consists of the (initially empty) tables Tro , Tkeys [j, s], and the
(initially empty) sets Sj,s , for all j ∈ [q] and s ∈ [n]. Then, for each t ∈ [q], after the adversary outputs
a message mt , the simulation algorithm St is invoked on the input stS and the leakage function
(d)
Lblk (m1 , . . . , mt ). In particular, Lblk (m1 , . . . , mt ) includes both cmp(mi , mt ) and inddiff (mi , mt )
(i)
(i)
for all i < t. In the following, we write ct(i) = (ctL , ctR ) to denote the simulator’s response to the
ith query, and we will implicitly assume that the simulator’s state stS also includes its responses
ct(1) , . . . , ct(t−1) in the previous queries. We now describe how St responds to the tth query.
(t)

Simulating the left ciphertexts. First, we describe how St simulates the left ciphertext ctL .
(t)
(t)
(t)
The left ciphertext ctL consists of a tuple of the form (ū1 , . . . , ūn ), and for each s ∈ [n], the
(t)
simulator constructs ūs as follows:
(d)

• Case 1: There exists a j < t such that inddiff (mj , mt ) > s. If there are multiple j for which
(d)
(t)
(j)
inddiff (mj , mt ) > s, let j be the smallest one. In this case, the simulator sets ūs = ūs .
(d)

• Case 2: For each ` < t, inddiff (m` , mt ) ≤ s, and there exists some j < t for which
(d)
(d)
inddiff (mj , mt ) = s. If there are multiple j for which inddiff (mj , mt ) = s, let j be the smallest
r
r
one. The simulator samples an index ī ←
− [d] \ Sj,s , and a key k̄ ←
− {0, 1}λ . If there exists a
mapping of the form (k̄, y) 7→ ρ in Tro for some y ∈ {0, 1}λ and ρ ∈ Z3 , then the simulator
aborts and outputs ⊥1 . Otherwise, it adds the index ī to Sj,s , and also adds the mapping
(t)
k̄ 7→ (t, ī) to Tkeys [j, s]. Finally, it sets ūs = (k̄, ī).
(d)

• Case 3: For each ` < t, inddiff (m` , mt ) < s. In this case, the simulator samples an index
r
r
ī ←
− [d] and a key k̄ ←
− {0, 1}λ . If there exists a mapping (k̄, y) 7→ ρ in Tro for any y ∈ {0, 1}λ
and ρ ∈ Z3 , then the simulator aborts and outputs ⊥1 . Otherwise, it adds the index ī to St,s ,
(t)
and also adds the mapping k̄ 7→ (t, ī) to Tkeys [j, s]. Finally, it sets ūs = (k̄, ī).
(t)

Simulating the right ciphertexts. To simulate the right ciphertext ctR for the tth query, the
r
simulator samples a random nonce r̄t ←
− {0, 1}λ . Next, it checks whether there is a mapping of the
form (k, r̄t ) 7→ ρ in Tro for some k ∈ {0, 1}λ and ρ ∈ Z3 . If so, the simulator aborts and outputs ⊥2 .
(t) r
(t)
(t)
(t)
Otherwise, for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [d], the simulator samples z̄i,j ←
− Z3 , sets v̄i = (z̄i,1 , . . . , z̄i,d ), and
(t)

(t)

(t)

constructs ctR = (r̄t , v̄1 , . . . , v̄n ).
Simulating the random oracle queries. To conclude the specification of the simulator S, we
describe how it responds to a random oracle query. Let t ≤ q be the number of encryption queries
the adversary has made so far, and recall that r̄1 , . . . , r̄t ∈ {0, 1}λ are the nonces chosen by the
simulator when constructing the right ciphertexts for each encryption query. Then, on input
(k, r) ∈ {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ , the simulator responds as follows:
• If there is a mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ in Tro for some ρ̄ ∈ Z3 , the simulator simply replies with ρ̄.
• If there is a mapping k 7→ (α, β) in Tkeys [j, s] for some α, j ∈ [q], β ∈ [d], s ∈ [n], and r = r̄i
for some i ∈ [t], then the simulator responds as follows:
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(d)

r

(d)

(i)

(d)

(i)

– If inddiff (mα , mi ) < s, then the simulator samples ρ̄ ←
− Z3 .
– If inddiff (mα , mi ) = s, then the simulator sets ρ̄ = z̄s,β − cmp(mi , mα ) (mod 3).
– If inddiff (mα , mi ) > s, then the simulator sets ρ̄ = z̄s,β .
Finally, the simulator adds the mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ to Tro and replies with ρ̄.
• For the final case, if there is either no mapping of the form k 7→ (α, β) for some α ∈ [q] and
β ∈ [d] in Tkeys [j, s] for all j ≤ t and s ∈ [n], or r 6= r̄i for all i ∈ [t], then the simulator chooses
r
ρ̄ ←
− Z3 , adds the mapping (k, r) 7→ ρ̄ to Tro , and replies with ρ̄.

B.2

Correctness of the Simulation

ore
To complete the proof, we argue that the real and ideal experiments REALore
A (λ) and SIMA,S,Lblk (λ),
respectively, are computationally indistinguishable. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, we proceed
via a hybrid argument:

• Hybrid H0 : The is the real experiment REALore
A (λ) (Definition 2.2).
• Hybrid H1 : Same as H0 , except that the PRFs F (k1 , ·) and F (k2 , ·) are replaced by truly
random functions f1 , f2 : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ .
• Hybrid H2 : Same as H1 , except that for each k ∈ {0, 1}λ , we replace each of the PRPs π(k, ·)
with a truly random permutation τk over [d]. In other words, whenever there is an invocation
to π(k, ·), we replace it with an invocation to τk (·). For distinct k, k 0 ∈ {0, 1}λ , the truly
random permutations τk and τk0 are independent.
• Hybrid H3 : Same as H2 , except that the experiment aborts and outputs either ⊥1 or ⊥2 if
one of the following events occur:
– If the adversary queries for an encryption of a message m = m1 m2 · · · mn ∈ [N ] and the
adversary is able to query the random oracle H on a tuple (f1 (m|i−1 kτk (mi )), r0 ), where
k = f2 (m|i−1 ) for some i ∈ [n], and r0 ∈ {0, 1}λ , before it has made an encryption query
on some message m0 ∈ [N ] for which m0|i = m|i . In this case, the experiment outputs ⊥1 .
– If for some j ∈ [q], the adversary queries H on an input of the form (k, rj ), for some
k ∈ {0, 1}λ , before it makes the j th encryption query. Recall that rj ∈ {0, 1}λ is the
nonce sampled by the right encryption algorithm on the j th encryption query. In this
case, the experiment outputs ⊥2 .
• Hybrid H4 : This is the ideal experiment SIMore
A,S,Lblk (λ) (Definition 2.2).
Note that our sequence of hybrid experiments almost exactly mirrors the sequence used in the proof
of Theorem 3.3. The main difference is the needing to switch from using the PRP to using a truly
random permutation. This step was unnecessary in the small-domain setting because there, we
required just a single permutation which could be sampled during setup. We now argue that each
consecutive pair of hybrid arguments are computationally indistinguishable.
Lemma B.1. Hybrids H0 and H1 are computationally indistinguishable if F is a secure PRF.
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Proof. Formally, we define an intermediate hybrid where we first replace F (k1 , ·) with the truly
random function f1 , but keep F (k2 , ·) as normal. In the second hybrid, we replace F (k2 , ·) with
the truly random function f2 . For the first hybrid argument, we use the fact that k1 is sampled
uniformly at random from the keyspace K (during the setup procedure). Thus, we can invoke
the PRF security of F to argue that F (k1 , ·) is indistinguishable from a truly random function
f1 (·) : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ . The second hybrid argument proceeds similarly where we now use the fact
that k2 is sampled uniformly at random from the keyspace. The claim then follows by the PRF
security of F .
Lemma B.2. Hybrids H1 and H2 are computationally indistinguishable if π is a secure PRP.
Proof. In hybrid H1 , the keys used by the challenger to evaluate π are all derived from the outputs
of the truly random function f2 . Using a sequence of hybrid arguments (one for each PRP key k),
we invoke security of the PRP and replace π(k, ·) with a truly random permutation τk (·) on [d].
Note that we only require a polynomial number of intermediate hybrids in this reduction, since
we only need to invoke PRP security for each PRP key k that arises when responding to the
adversary’s queries. On each chosen message query, to construct the left ciphertexts, the challenger
needs to evaluate the PRP π on up to n = poly(λ) different keys (one for each digit in the message).
Thus, if the adversary makes q queries, there are at most qn = poly(λ) number of PRP keys that
will be used to construct the ciphertexts in the real experiment. We conclude that the number of
intermediate hybrids is polynomially-bounded, and so the claim follows from PRP security.
Lemma B.3. Hybrids H2 and H3 are statistically indistinguishable if H is modeled as a random
oracle.
Proof. The proof of this lemma proceeds very similarly to the proof of Lemma A.3. We argue that
each of the abort events (represented by the simulator outputting either ⊥1 or ⊥2 in hybrid H2 can
only occur with negligible probability.
• Case 1: The experiment outputs ⊥1 . Take any prefix m|i for some m ∈ [N ] and i ∈ [n]
and let µ = m|i−1 kτk (mi ) from the simulator for the left ciphertexts. Suppose the adversary
has not yet queried for an encryption of any message m0 where m0|i = m|i . Then, we claim that
the adversary’s view is completely independent of f1 (µ). Consider the ciphertext ct0 = (ct0L , ct0R )
the adversary obtains when it requests an encryption of a message m0 .
First, we write ct0L as ct0L = (u01 , . . . , u0n ). Since f1 is a truly random function, each component
u0j for all j =
6 i is completely independent of f1 (µ). More precisely, the first component
0
of uj is an output of f1 on a different-lengthed prefix and the second component is the
output of a random permutation independent of f1 . Finally, consider u0i . Again, the second
component of u0i is the output of a random permutation independent of f1 so it suffices to just
consider the first component. The first component of u0i is given by f1 (m0|i−1 kτk0 (m0i )) where
k 0 = f2 (m0|i−1 ). There are two possibilities. If m|i−1 = m0|i−1 (so τk = τk0 ), then mi 6= m0i , and
so τk (m0i ) 6= τk (mi ). Independence of u0i and f1 (µ) then follows from the fact that the outputs
of f1 are independently uniform in {0, 1}λ . If m|i−1 6= m0|i−1 , then once again, we have that u0i
is independent of f1 (µ).
Next, we reason about the right ciphertext components ct0R = (r0 , v10 , . . . , rn0 ). First r0 is sampled
uniformly at random, and thus, is independent of f1 (µ). Next, each of the components vj0 for
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j ∈ [n] can be written as cmp(j ∗ , m0j ) + H(·) where j ∗ ranges over the values in [d] in some
order. Certainly, the comparison outputs are independent of f1 and likewise for the outputs
of the random oracle. We conclude that ct0R is independent of f1 (µ).
We have thus shown that as long as the adversary has not queried for an encryption of any
message m0 where m|i = m|i0 , its view is independent of f1 (µ). Now, let z1 , . . . , z` be the
adversary’s queries to the random oracle before it requests for an encryption of some m0
where m0|i = m|i . By our argument above, each of the zi ’s is necessarily chosen independently
of f (µ). Since f is a truly random function, the probability that there is some i such that
zi = (f1 (µ), y) for any y, is at most `/2λ = negl(λ), since ` = poly(λ). Therefore, we conclude
that experiment H3 outputs ⊥1 with negligible probability.
• Case 2: The experiment outputs ⊥2 . Let z1 , . . . , z` for ` = poly(λ) be the random oracle
queries the adversary makes before making its j th encryption query. When constructing the
r
right ciphertext for the j th encryption query, the real experiment samples rj ←
− {0, 1}λ . In
particular, rj is independent of z1 , . . . , z` , and so the probability that there is some i such
that zi = (x, rj ) for any x is at most `/2λ = negl(λ), and so the experiment outputs ⊥2 with
negligible probability. The claim follows.
Lemma B.4. Hybrid H3 and H4 are statistically indistinguishable if H is modeled as a random
oracle.
Proof. Let (ct1 , . . . , ctq ) be the joint distribution of the ciphertexts output in H3 and let (ct1 , . . . , ctq )
be the joint distribution of the ciphertexts output in H4 . We show that these two distributions are
statistically indistinguishable, and moreover, that the outputs of the random oracle are properly
simulated in H4 . The structure of our proof proceeds very similarly to that of Lemma A.3.
Let m1 , . . . , mq be the messages chosen by the adversary in H3 and H4 . Recall that in the
simulation, the tables Tkeys [·, ·] are used to maintain the mapping of keys k ∈ {0, 1}λ (the inputs
to the random oracle) to tuples containing a message index associated with k, along with the
(permuted) slot within the block associated with k. This is the analog of the table Tkeys used in the
proof of Theorem 3.3. The table Tro is a mapping for the inputs and outputs of the random oracle.
We now proceed via induction on the number of queries q. In each step of the induction, we
assume that the following invariants hold for each t < q:
• (ct1 , . . . , ctt ) ≡ (ct1 , . . . , ctt ).
• The outputs of the random oracle queries prior to the (t + 1)th query are statistically indistinguishable in H3 and H4 .
Consider the base case where t = 0. If suffices to argue that all of the random oracle queries are
simulated properly in H4 . Suppose the adversary queries the oracle on an input (k, r). Before the
adversary makes a single encryption query, the outputs to the adversary’s random oracle query are
always a uniformly random draw from Z3 in both H3 and H4 , which completes the base case.
For the inductive step, suppose that the two conditions hold for some t < q. We show that
the same conditions hold for t + 1. First, we introduce some notation. For all j ∈ [t], we write
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j)
(j) 
ctj = ctL , ctR and similarly, ctj = ctL , ctR . Next, we write ctL = u1 , . . . , un and
(j)
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j) (j) 
(j)
(j) (j) 
ctL = ū1 , . . . , ūn , where us = ks , hs and ūs = k̄s , h̄s for each s ∈ [n]. Finally, we
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(j)
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j)
(j) 
(j)
(j)
(j) 
also write ctR = rj , v1 , . . . , vn and ctR = r̄j , v̄1 , . . . , v̄n , where vs = zs,1 , . . . , zs,d , and
(j)
(j)
(j) 
v̄s = z̄s,1 , . . . , z̄s,d .
We begin by showing that the responses to the random oracle queries the adversary makes
between its tth and (t + 1)th encryption query are statistically indistinguishable in H3 and H4 .
Let (k, r) be a random oracle query made between the tth and (t + 1)th encryption query by the
adversary. We consider several possibilities:
(α)

• Suppose in H3 that k = ks for some s ∈ [n], α ∈ [t] and that r = ri ∈ {0, 1}λ for some
(α)
i ∈ [t]. In H4 , this corresponds to the case where k = k̄s and r = r̄i . By construction of the
simulation in H4 this corresponds to the setting where there is some mapping of the form
k 7→ (α, β) in Tkeys [j, s] for some β ∈ [d] and j ∈ [q].
In hybrid H3 , since the nonces r1 , . . . , rt ∈ {0, 1}λ are sampled uniformly at random, they
are distinct with overwhelming probability. Moreover, all of the ciphertexts ctj for j 6= i are
constructed independently of ri . Therefore, the outputs of the random oracle on an input
H(·, ri ) are independent of ctj for all j 6= i with overwhelming probability. Additionally, all of
(i)
(α)
the entries vj for j =
6 s are independent of k = ks with overwhelming probability (since
these keys are derived from the outputs of a truly random function on distinct inputs). We
now consider several possibilities:
(d)

(i)

– If inddiff (mα , mi ) < s, then mα and mi do not share a prefix of length s. Note that vs
is independent of ksα because mα and mi differ on the first s − 1 bits, and so the keys
(α)
used to blind the sth block are distinct. We conclude that k = ks is independent of
(i)
ctR , and correspondingly, cti . Since k is independent of all the ciphertexts, its value is
(d)
thus uniformly distributed over Z3 . In H4 , when inddiff (mα , mi ) < s, the simulator replies
r
with ρ̄ ←
− Z3 , which is precisely the response in H3 .
(d)

– If inddiff (mα , mi ) = s, then mα and mi differ at position s. In H3 , this means that
(i)

zs,τ

k0 (mi,s )

= cmp(mα , mi ) + H(k, r),

(B.1)

where mi,s denotes the sth digit of message mi and k 0 is f2 applied to the common prefix
(of length s − 1) of mi . In H4 , the simulator uses the sets Sj,s to maintain the permutation
τk0 , and in particular, the value β corresponds to τk0 on mi,s . Thus, in H4 , the simulator’s
response ρ̄ is precisely the value ρ̄ such that Eq. (B.1) is satisfied.
(d)

– Finally, if inddiff (mα , mi ) > s, then mα and mi agree on a prefix of length at least s. In
H3 , this means that
(i)
zs,τ 0 (mi,s ) = H(k, r),
k

k0

where mi,s and are defined identically to the previous case. By the same argument as
in the previous case, we have that the distributions of the output H(k, r) in hybrids H3
and H4 are statistically indistinguishable.
(α)

• Otherwise, if k 6= ks for all s ∈ [n] and α ∈ [t] or r 6= ri for all i ≤ t, then H(k, r) is
independent of all the ciphertexts ct1 , . . . , ctt given out so far in H3 . In this case, the output
of the random oracle is uniform and independent over Z3 . By construction of the simulator,
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the same holds in H4 . In this case then, the outputs of the random oracle in H3 and H4 are
identically distributed.
(t+1)

(t+1)

Next, we show that the conditional distributions of ctL
and ctL
given the adversary’s view in
H3 and H4 , respectively, are statistically indistinguishable. Let mt+1 be the adversary’s (t + 1)th
(t+1)
(t+1)
(t+1)
(t+1)
encryption query. Since the components u1
, . . . , un
and ū1
, . . . , ūn
in the left ciphertexts are constructed independently in H3 and H4 , respectively, we reason about each component
individually. For each s ∈ [n], we consider the three possibilities highlighted in the simulation:
(d)

• Case 1: There exists a j < t + 1 such that inddiff (mj , mt+1 ) > s. If there are multiple j for
(d)
which inddiff (mj , mt+1 ) > s, let j be the smallest one.
(t+1)

By construction of ORE.EncryptL , the component us
of the left ciphertext is a function of
only the first t + 1 blocks of the message mt+1 . Thus, if there is a message mj for which the
(t+1)
(j)
first t + 1 blocks of mj and mt+1 are identical, then correspondingly, us
= us . In hybrid
(t+1)
(j)
H4 , the simulator sets ūs
= ūs , and so the claim follows from the inductive hypothesis.
(d)

• Case 2: For each ` < t, inddiff (m` , mt ) ≤ s, and there exists some j < t for which
(d)
(d)
inddiff (mj , mt ) = s. If there are multiple j where inddiff (mj , mt ) = s, let j be the smallest one.
(t+1)

In hybrid H3 , hs
= τk (mt+1,s ), where k is derived from f2 applied to the first s − 1 blocks
(t+1)
of mt+1 . But since the first s − 1 blocks of mt+1 match mi , the index hs
is derived from the
(j)
same permutation used to construct hs . In the simulation, the simulator samples a random
index from the set Sj,s , which is used to lazily sample the permutation τk . This is precisely
how the simulator lazily samples the permutation π in the proof of Theorem 3.3. In hybrid H3 ,
(t+1)
the key ks
is computed as the output of f1 on the prefix concatenated with the permuted
index. By construction, this is the first time f1 is evaluated on this input (otherwise, we would
be in Case 1), and so the output of f1 is uniformly and independently distributed. This is
(t+1)
how h̄s
is sampled in H4 . Finally, both H3 and H4 abort (with output ⊥1 ) if the adversary
(t+1)
(t+1)
has already queried the random oracle on hs
and h̄s
, respectively, as required.
(d)

• Case 3: For each ` < t, inddiff (m` , mt ) < s.
(t+1)

In H3 , hs
= τk (mt+1,s ), where k is derived from f2 applied to the first s − 1 blocks of mt+1 .
But since the first s − 1 blocks differ from those of all other messages, this is the first time τk
(t+1)
is evaluated on any input, and so hs
is distributed uniformly over [d]. Similarly, the key
(t+1)
ks
is computed as the output of f1 on a unique input (not appearing in any of the previous
(t+1)
queries), and so the output of f1 is also uniformly distributed. In H4 , St samples h̄s
(t+1)
(t+1) (t+1)
uniformly from [d] and k̄s
uniformly from {0, 1}λ . Thus, the components (ks
, hs
)
(t+1) (t+1)
and (k̄s
, h̄s
) are identically distributed in this case. Finally, both H3 and H4 aborts
(t+1)
(t+1)
with output ⊥1 if the adversary has already queried the random oracle on hs
and h̄s
.
We conclude from the above case analysis that the conditional distribution of the left ciphertexts in
hybrids H3 and H4 is statistically indistinguishable.
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To conclude the proof, we argue that the right ciphertext components are statistically indistinguishable in H3 and H4 . Certainly rt+1 and r̄t+1 are identically distributed. By construction, in
H3 and H4 , the adversary must never have queried the random oracle on an input containing rt+1
(t+1)
and r̄t+1 (otherwise, the experiment aborts with output ⊥2 ). But now, each component in ctR
(t+1)
and ctR
is blinded by the output the random oracle on an input containing rt+1 or r̄t+1 . Thus,
conditioned on the view of the adversary up to the point it issues its t + 1th encryption query, in
(t+1)
H3 , the components of ctR
are perfectly hidden by the outputs of the random oracle, and thus,
appear independently and uniformly random over Z3 . This is precisely the distribution from which
(t+1)
the simulator samples the elements of ctR
in H4 . We conclude that the right ciphertexts are
properly distributed in H3 and H4 . The lemma now follows by induction on t.
Combining Lemmas B.1 through B.4, we conclude that Πore is secure with leakage function Lblk .
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